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Make A
Difference
Day set for
Saturday

Wednesday, January 6, 2010

Unakers faced money woes, domestic violence bills
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
RANKFORT, Ky. (AN
— Kentucky lawmakers
who began their 2010
session on 'Tnesday will consider a spate of domestic violence hills after one of their
former colic:agues was charged
in thc high-profile killing of an
ex-girlfriend.
The legislative session will
focus mainly on the state's
financial woes, but legislators
will also consider multiple
proposals to protect domestic
violence victims. One bill
requires people named in
emergency protective orders to
wear article monitors. Another
calls for more jail time for convicted stalkers.
Women's advocates were at
thc Capitol on "rucuidy to be
sure the legislation isn't overlooked.
State Sen. Kathy Stein, DLexington, said she hopes the
bills can move quickly through

F

Special to the Ledger
"Make A Difference Day" is a
day of helping others - a celebration of neighbors helping
neighbors. On Saturday, Jan. 9.
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Murray
State University's Roy Stewart
Stadium, residrnts can participate in the community's upcoming event, according to Melony
Bray, MCCH director of
Planning & Marketing.
Many items are collected at
Make A Difference Day including the following:
eye glasses collected for the
Lion's Club; motor oil cell
phones; clothes; A, B, C and D
batteries; ink iet cartridves: aluminum; paper and cardboard of
all kinds; plastic; arid glass.
Murray Chief of Police Ken
Claude and Calloway County
Sheriff Bill Marcum will be collecting prescription drugs. Bray
reported. The officers will be
on-site to collect expired or

into law by the governor.
-This is a very, very serious
situation." Stein said.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
has been pushing for the ankle
monitors since last year's
shooting death of Lexington
resident Amanda Ross. Her exitance, state lawmaker Steve
Nunn. was charged with murder, and has entered a not
guilty plea.
After the breakup of their
engagement,
Ross
had
obtained the domestic violence
protective order.
Stumbo's chief of staff.
Pierce Whites, said Tuesday
that placing an ankle monitor
on someone who poses a
domestic violence threat could
alen a potential victim of
imminent danger. Tracking
devices would send a signal
when the person weanng the
monitor gets too close.

AP PhotarEd Reinke

Spectators watch the House chamber on the opening day of the General Assembly in
Frankfort, Tuesday, Jan 5
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By The Associated Press
Winter storm watch in effect
from
Wednesday evening
through Thursday afternoon.
Wednesday.. Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 20s.
Northwest winds 5 mph.
Wednesday nIght...Cloudy.
A slight chance of snow in the
evening...Then
occasional
snow atter midnight. Minor
snow accumulations. Lows
around 20. West winds 10 to 15
mph. Chance of precipitation 80
percent
Thursday...Cloudy.
Occasional snow in the moming...Then a chance of light
snow in the afternoon. Areas of
blowing
in
snow
the
moming. .Then blowing snow in
the afternoon. Minor snow
accumulations. Highs in the mid
20s_ West winds 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation 80 percent.
Thursday
night...Cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
snow. Areas of blowing snow.
Lows around 8.

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Using new media scanners that are wirelessly connected to a central system is making this year's Calloway County Public
Library inventory process smoother, said Ben Graves. library director. Pictured, Cynthia Curtis. front, collection management and Mignon Pittman, circulation supervisor, use the new scanners to c,atalog books in the junior section.

Todd: Road snow treatment to begin today
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Although highway crews
plan to treat roads with salt in
preparation for snow expected
late tonight, drivers will need
to use extreme caution for the
next few days.
"Expect pretty brutal driving
conditions through Sunday,"
said Keith Todd, spokesman
for distncts I and 2 of the
Kentucky Department of
Highways.

9

SPECIALS

Todd said
the highway
department
did not originally plan to
pre -treat
roads with the
usual
salt
brine mixture
because
of
Todd
very low temperatures, but
the forecast has improved
slightly since those plans were
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made. He said that in order for
workers to pre-treat mads with
salt, the pavement temperature
should ideally be at least 25
degrees and rising. If it gets
down to 20 degrees or lower,
one runs the risk of having the
bnne quickly freeze and making the roads slick. Once the
temperature dips below 18
degrees, the ice-fighting chemicals have a minimal effect
anyway, he said.
Since temperatures should bc
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Ely KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he staff of the Calloway
County Public Library
are knee-deep in books
this week as the annual inventory takes place.
Set aside at the beginning of
the year. the one-week closure
of the library ensures that fill
books are accounted for and
also gives the staff time kr
training and to make any interkor changes to the layout of t*
facility.
This year, the
staff are working with brandnew handheld
scanners !hat
wirelessly link
up to a central
system. In the
past. scanners
have needed to
Graved
be hooked into
a computer to
download
infonnation
on
scanned items but now it is done
wirelessly. Various staff members take these scanners into the
aisles of the library and scan
each individual itern, whether a
book or a DVD.
Other updates going on
behind the newspaper-covered
windows of the library are
minor renovations including the
front desk area. The computers
are being cleaned up and updated with the latest versions of
software. On Fnday, all staff
will participate in a computer
training.
All of this is in preparation for
the coming year and to make
sure everything is in order. Ben
Graves, director of the libraty,
said he's looking forward to the
year and what it will hold for tie
library. The current long-toil
goal is to build a new tibia*
,
facility but Graves said tbej,
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higher than originally expected, higliv.,ay crews will be
doing all they could today to
prepare for the snow that is
expected to fall on westem
Kentucky late tonight, Todd
said. He the temperature could
reach 30 degrees around 3
p.m., so if it stays sunny, crews
could continue to treat roads
until 7 or later. He said the
forecast called for flurnes to
II See
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M Make a Difference ...
From Front
prescription drugs
Bray
said. "Make
A
Difference Day is great opportunity for rresidenis to particiWILP.Cli

III Lawmakers ...

pate in a community event that
truly makes d difference."
For more information on
Make A Difference Day. contact
Rill %ells at 1270) 759-19IK.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! 1,14,1iGER S,TIMES

From Front
Lawmakers
,.,insened
Tuesday afternoon for the start
of the 2010 legislative session
Lingenng financial problems
promise to be the ovemding
issue for the General Assembly.
which will meet through midApnl
Kentucky face.s 51.5 billion
shortfall dunng the next two
years. Gov. Steve Beshear and
other political leaders have

AO.nounting
Dr. Susan Heilley
The Physicians and Staff of Primary Care Medic
al Center are proud to announce
the addition Ds. Susan Neffley to the practice
She is a Family Practitioner and
accepting new patients in our office at the corner of 12th Street
and Glendale Rood
Dr. Heffley is a graduate of the 'University of Evansville
and the University of Louisville
School of Medicine. She completed her residency in Family
and Geriatric Medicine at
the University of Louisville
Please help us in welcoming Susan, her husband
Joe. and their rIcnightnr, RnrIsel kA urrcy
Appointments can be made by calling 270759-9200.
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News in Brief

ruled out broad-based tax
increases. leaving expanded
gambling as one potential way
to generate money tor state coffers
That proposal would require
legalizing video slot machines
so that they could he placed at
horse tracks. But it faces
staunch opposition and failed to
gamer enough suppon to pass
last year

Body discovered at Kentucky Dam
G1LPERTSVILLE. Ky.(AP)- The body of a man has been
found
at Kentucky Dam.
Marshall County Emergency Management deputy director
Duane
Hawes told The Paducah Sun the remains. which were
discovered
Tuesday. had not yet been identified
Hawes said the body was being sent to the state medical
examiner's office in Madisonville for an autopsy. and possible
visual identification.
One person is known missing in the area. Robert
Bramlett of
Ledbetter disappeared while fishing alone on Nov. 28. Several
days
of searching the lake failed to find him

Beshear
banks $1
million for
re-election
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear filed documents Tuesday showing he has
raised more Man SI million for
his re-election campaign.
The Democratic governor
announced last year that he
would seek re-election with
Louisville
Mayor
Jerry
Abramson as his running mate.
The election isn't until 2011.
Beshear said "it is especially
encouraging" to have received
so rnuch money ever' though
and Abramson have been more
focused on resolving the severe
financial problems facing the
state than raising campaign
cash.
The documents filed with the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance showed that Beshear
had raised more than $542.000
between Oct. 1 and Dec. 31.
That. added to money he banked
in September. brought his
fundraising total to $1.002,675.
He has spent $218,571, leaving
$784,103 in the bank.
Political
experts
said
Beshear•s
growing
bank
account could deter Democratic
challengers.
-That early money signals to
future doners and to other candidates that you're going to be
able to mount a strong campaign." said University of
Kentucky. political scientist
Stephen Voss. "A lot of money
upfront matters."
Beshear spent $9.7 million in
his 2007 race.
"Fundraising won't be our top
priority in 2010, because Jerry.
and I both have a lot of work to
Lontinue in our elected capacities," Beshear said. "Our focus
will remain the day-to-day busiaess of running the commonwealth and Kentucky's largest
city."
The election isn't until 2011
So far. Beshear is the only
Democrat to commit to the race.
Republican Richie Farmer. a
former University of Kentucky
basketball star and current state
agriculture commissioner, has
said he is considering seeking
his party's nomination.

Balmer prepares to delver state of state speech

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- Gov. Stev.e Beshear is schedul
ed to
deliver his state of the commonwealth address to a joint
session ot
the legislature on Wednesday.
Beshear spokeswoman Kem Richardson said the governo
r will
be succinct and to the point in a speech that will last about
30
minutes.
Richardson declined to say what the governor would
include in
the speech.
The speech is being delivered on the second day of the
2010 legislative session in which lawmakers will have to deal with
a looming budget crisis.

State In grip of wintry weather, bfting cold

LOUISVILLE:, ky (AP)
Biting Loki gripped Kentucky on
Tuesday as a broad band of snow left anywhere from
a trace to
nearly 3 1/2 inches in a prelude to what forecasters said
could be a
heavier snow by Thursday.
Road crews worked overnight in some areas to keep
roads clear
as the snow fell.
Overnight lows dipped into the single digits to teens
across the
state as Arctic air pushed into the region.
In eastern Kentucky, nearly 3 1/2 inches of snow was
reported In
parts of Harlan County. said Matt Becker, a Nationa
l Weather
Service meteorologist in Jackson
Reports of an inch of snow were common in parts
of eastern
Kentucky', he said.
Some roads were slick in the region, but police
said the conditions hadn't caused a rash of wrecks.

Democrat Party's executive director resigns

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The executive director
of the
Kentucky. Democratic Party has resigned after only
a few month,
on the job.
Democratic Party Chairman Charlie Moore announced
Kyle
Cox's departure in a statement on Tuesday, saying
he wishes Cox
well. Cox was appointed in June.
Cox said in a statement that he considered it a privileg
e to work
with Kentucky Democrats.
Neither Moore nor Cox gave a reason for the resignat
ion.
Democratic Party finance director Sherman A. Brown
will be
interim executive director.

Online sale of Kentucicy Derby packages to begin
LOUISVILLE..

Ky.(AF') — Churchill Downs' online sale ot
Kentucky Derby and Kcntucky Oaks ticket packages is
back on
course.
The track has scheduled the ticket sale for Wednesday
at noon
and will allow online customers to choose from 3,000 seats
at various price levels.
A previously scheduled sale set for December got called
off
because of what track officials called an error with its online program.
Ticket prices vary based on location. There is a purchas
e limit of
x seats or one box per order.

FORT, Ky.(AP) — A new filing in a high-profile bidrigging case says the prosecutor believes road contrac
tor Leonard
Lawson is paying the legal costs for his co-defendant
and some
witnesses.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ken Taylor says in the document
that if
L,awson sought to choose or pay for lawyers for co-defe
ndants and
witnesses, it could damage the credibility of the witness
es and was
"evidence of a consciousness of guilt."
The Courier-Journal of Louisville reports that Taylor wants
to be
allowed to ask questions at)out the matter at a trial set
to start
Monday in Lexington.
Attorneys for Lawson and co-defendant and former
state
Transportation Secretary Bill Nighbert declined to commen
t.
The men are accused of conspiring to steer $130 million
in highway construction projects to Lawson's companies. They
have
pleaded not guilty.
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Google, Apple spar in
high-tech heavyweight bathe
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif
(AP) — The once-cuddly relationship between Google Inc.
and Apple Inc. is morphing into
a prickly power struggle as the
ambitions and ideas of the technology trendsetters increasingly collide.
The growing use of highpowered phones for Web surfing has become a flash point in
the brewing battle because both
Google and Apple view' the
mobile market as a key to their
continued success in the next
decade.
"The rivalry also in spilling
into other products, including
Web browsers, computer operating systems and digital
music.
The tensions rose further
Tuesday when Google unveiled
its plans to sell its own cell
phone in its latest bid to
upstage Apple's hottest gadget.
the iPhone.
Google is billing its phone.
called the Nexus One. as a
"super" phone — a device
designed for people looking for
something more advanced than
the iPhone. Research in Motion
Ltd.'s BlackBerry and other
devices that serve as pocketsized computers.
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Opportunity is most
always a good sign
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Though by nature a method- keeping.
ical young Noman, Kaycee including
Cooper also understands the ordering
value of epiphany.
office sup
In just twenty-nine years on plies
and
this earth, she has been a reli- booking
able worker and team leader, bands. Even
but is willing to take the less- tually, she
traveled road when her instincts was the one
kick in.
doing pay A case in point is how she roll and wa.
ended up a student at Mumiy also entrust
State University. After high ed with clos- Main Street
By Constance
school graduation, the Ballard ing
the
Alexander
County native -- who had lived place.
Ledger & Times
in the same house all her life
When coColumnist
-- was headed for Paducah Com- owners Skip
munity College.
Chambers
Class valedictorian and cap- and Robert
Danielson decided
tain of the women's basketball to retire, Kaycee
had the opporteam. she had a tull scholar- tunity to become
one of the
ship to PCC and a high school owners.
When
she
was
sweetheart.
approached with the idea, they
Her plan was simple, and said, "Think
about it and let
one pursued by many of her us know."
classmates: to get married, comIt didn't take her long to
mute to community college, say yes. "It
was a great opporand then transfer to MSU to tunity and
I love the Big Apple,"
complete her baccalaureate she admits.
degree.
But it was not too long before
But just two weeks after another
once-in-a-lifetime
high school graduation, she was opportunity
came along. A
at a party and her "arch neme- group with
plans to open a
sis" confronted her. Kaycee new restaur
ant in downtown
walked away from the provo- Louisville
("next to Pitino's
cation, but the scenario
Palace" she :igay5) apcitoiieheti
ered her. When she got home her with
an offer she couldn't
tater that night, she confided refuse.
in her dad.
When it opens, Patrick
"He told me, 'You're the O'Shea's will
feature a coffee
one who gets to choose where shop, restaura
nt and bar, and
'your life goes,- Kaycee recalls, Kaycee Cooper
will be in the
and rather than pursue the tra- "front of the
house" with an
ditional path, she moved to Mur- enterprise that
has the possiray the next week.
bility of nationwide expansion.
"That's how I do things,"
The new position has everyWhy can't it snow?
she remarks cheerfully. "It's like thing she values.
"I love the
Why' won't it snow?
ripping a band-aid off."
food industry and restaurant
We need a good, deep snow
At MSU,Kaycee enjoyed her business," she says,
"and I'm to purify the
air, to clear the
studies. Always an avid music drawn to this
group because mind. to
beautify the landfan, in her spare time she hung of their charitab
le work."
scape.
out at the Big Apple Cafe when
This is the same trait that
I tell people how I yearn
it was still located in Puryear, Kaycee admires
about The Big for snow,
imd they look at me
Tenn. When the Apple moved Apple - its support
of local as they often do. with
a mysto Murray, Kaycee spent time philanthropic cause,
tified look of disbelief.
there the first week.
"This group in Louisville
I know they are thinking
"It was chaos," she recalls, gives their entire Monday
night about icy, slushy roads,
cleandcscribing the flow of inside profits to chanty,"
she says. ing off windshields.
shoveling
traffic, and the general set-up "And that is someth
ing that walks and dnveways.
and those
of the cashier and the entry. appeals to me."
piles of scarves. coats, and wet
She commented on the conLeaving westem Kentucky
socks and boots at the back door.
gestion to one of the owners, and Murray will be
hard, but
instead, I choose to rememsaying, "You probably need Kaycee is ready. "I
want to ber the delicious experie
nce of
some help."
say thank you to everyone who
At the time. she was has been there for the past a teenager, rolling over to listen to a local station on a bedemployed by Hancock Fabrics eight years," she says. "I
have side radio, the announc
er reelin Paducah, where she had made so patty friends
hips ing off school closings, in alphaworked during high school. because of my work
at The betical order, schools called
off
Over the years. her responsi- Big Apple. So many
caring
bilities there increased to the customers have tumed simple for the day or if we were
lucky, even longer.
point that during the annual transactions, like paying
the
My high school was in
Quilt Show, she handled the check, to the highest
ritual. Webster County, so I
had to
money, a huge task when thou- There is genuine caring,
and I wait patiently', expectantly' until
sands of people come to "Quilt will miss everyone."
the announcer finally made it
City USA" for one frenetic week
Characteristically, Kaycee is to
the "Vv's."
in April.
ready to move on because it
And then, if my school's
Shortly after sharing her "feels" right. If she had any.'
name was called. there was no
observations about the Big doubts, they were allayed
on better feeling in the world
than
Apple's human traffic jam, New Year's Eve when she
woke to flick off the radio. pull
up
Kaycee got a call from the up to a song by Phish.
"It's the covers, and hunker
down
Cafe. asking her to help them called 'Free,'" she explain
s. for an extended winter nap
on
out. "A couple of weeks turned "anti 1 feel a kind of
freedom into the morning.
into six years," she reports.
in all of this. It's a good sign."
We were usually called in
Throughout that time, her
Read Main Street online at
responsibilities that started with www.murrayledgercom.
Con''front of the house" tasks tact the columnist directly
at
expanded. She started helping conitancealexander@ newwav
e
yeith bookkeeping. and record COMM.net.
Frankfort
As you read
this, the 2010 General Assembly session has convened.
It will be a 60-day session in which our first priority will be developing a budg1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray. KY 42071-1040
et under serious financial constraints.
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
We will also be looking at
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Bring us a forecast snowy white
by the coach for basketball practice, anyway, but these snow
day practices were simply not
the same as the usual after
school sessions.
Exhilarated by the snow.
we made it to the gym before
the coaches. dressed quickly
in an icy locker room,and goof'.
ly took the court, playing the
fool until the coaches arrived.
We heaved shots from the
bleachers. threw basketballs up
through the rafters, and tnedMeadowlark Lemon hook shots
from half court.
Once. the head coach
sneaked in and caught us. He
witnessed our shenanigans, and
promptly ordered us to the end
line for two-and-a-half hours
of wind sprints and block out
drills.
We really didn't mind overly much.
When practice was over,
we headed out into the fading
aftemoon to a winter wonderland.
We made circles— cutting
donuts—in the empty school
parking lot. skidding and sliding around in the snow and
ice, before finally making it
out to the cleared and salted
main highway into town.
Those were the days.
We gathered at someone's

house to eat
popcorn and
watch television, all the
while thinking about the
next day.
Had
it
s n o
e d
enough
to
call
off
school for Horne and
another day?
Away
Winter
By James
snow days in
Duane Bolin
western Ledger & Times
Kentucky
Columnist
were
so
much better than the snowless
winters we spent in Fort Worth,
Texas. During our five years
there, it snowed only once. if
you could call it that. a oneinch dusting that lasted all of
a day, a dusting that still produced the all too bnef magic
of crystal beauty.
In Arkansas in January, 1994,
it came a huge snow the day
Cammie Jo was born.
We brought her back to
our faculty house. stepping carefully across the un-cleared
driveway with our precious
cargo.
Back for a visit in Kentucky, it snowed one Halloween.
and Wesley made a snowman

in his grandparents front yard
to greet the trick-or-treaters.
Those were the days.
But I remember a heavy
snowfall one Easter moming
in the 1960s. We gathered in
the quiet hush of early moming for a community sunrise
service.
• We eang "In the garden,"
as the delicious smells of coffee and cinnamon rolls wafted up from the church basement. After the service, we
partook in an Easter church
breakfast.
Then with the service and
breakfast over, we filed out of
the church into the pnstine white
miracle of Easter snow.
Those were the days.
Now, as l write this column, I am sitting by the fire
in our family room, and guess
what'?
'There is snow in the
forecast.
I wish we could laok out
the window and say as my father
would put it, "My, it's really
coming down." As for me,
all I can say is, "Let it snow
Let it snow. Let it snow "
Duane Rohn teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University'. Contact
him
at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.

2010 General Assembly will be a challenge
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pro-life legislation, government
transparency, numerous educational initiatives, as well as other
issues. It promises to be a
busy session.
The recent Consensus Forecasting Group predicted a budget shortfall of $890 million.
The Governor has recently stat-

43 LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editoremourrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
addreu and Acne number for verification purposes. Entailed letters must have address and phone number.
V Pio letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible,
V The Murray Ledger 8, Times reserves the rigid to edit
or re‘ect any letter on the basis of length, style. spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by naine, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

ed that this
figure
is
more like
SI.5 billion. I do
not understand the
difference
between
the
two
forecasts.
T h e
Week in
people of
Review
Kentucky
By Sen. Ken
do
not
Winters
deserve
R-Murray
scare tactics
but
realistic
decisions. We must look at
the budget soberly. the same
way families do.
Now, more than ever. our
budget needs to match what
our actual revenues are and
not what our spending desires
might be.
L,egislation to protect the
lives of the unbom will receive
much attention.
We need to strengthen our
informed-consent statutes. A
proposed bill would direct the
doctor to offer to make available a sonogram picture of the
baby to a woman considering
an abortion.
Women, like ail patients.

deserve to have all the facts
about a medical procedure
before choosing to have the
procedure.
Thcre is no extra cost since
sonograms are already done to
gauge the age of the fetus.
We will also be monitoring
the implementation of last year's
Senate Bill I which replaced
the CATS test.
As the Education Committee chairman, I feel we must
ensure that our progress in education continues for.vard. In
this vein, the Senate is working on legislation to continue
improvement in K-12 and higher education for all Kentuckians.
Other bills being discussed
will strengthen legislative ethics
and put all government spending online where it can easily be searched.
I look forward to this session and I ask that you call
me on the toll-free message
line, 1-800-372-718 with any
questions or comments.
The TTY message line is
also toll-free, 1-800-896-0305.
For further information on pending legislation and the General Assembly, you can visit the
Legislative Research Commission
website
at
www.Irc.state.ky.us.
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Obama moves to tighten
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Online condolences

, died Tuesday, Jan 5, 2u1O, at hei rem
neral Home is in charge of iurangernents
y be made at www.imesmillercom

Mrs. Dorthy Lou* Brandon

'The funeral for Mr Dorthy Louise
Brandon was Sunday at 2
Westside Baptist Church with Rev.. Glynn
mating. Music was by Tommy and Susie
allbearers Were MepheWS, 10e Off, Hal Off
Potts Larry Cherry, Dwayne Bucy. Buddy
Mike Brandon, Terry Vance and Jesse
en Burial was in the Sinking Spring
ter

lal tk-Colernan and York Funeral Home svas
e of arrangements Online condolences
made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Brandon, 87, Murray, died Friday, Jan I.
Brandon
2010 t 3:50 A.M. at Spnng Creek Health Care
Ce , Murray.
She was born A
4, 1922, in Henry County.. Tenn., to the late
Conunodore and
Frames Paschall Orr. She was married Dec
21, 194th to James . Brandon who died Apnl 6, 1980.
One son,
Ken Orr Brandon. o preceded her in death.
Mrs. Brandon
a charter member of Westside Baptist Church
and retired from
Services at Murray State University.
Survivors ma one daughter, Judy Smothennan and husband
,
David, Murray; o sisters, Barbara Potts, Kirksey, and
Ruby
Whisenant and sband, Chuck, Murray; one brother, Dewey Orr
and wife, Faye, urray; two grandchildren, Jonathan Smothe
rman
and wife, Broo1
'
0Collierville. Tenn., and Julie Jansma and husband.
Tom, Murray; t great-grandchildren, Lily Grdce Jansma and Jack
Jansma, Murra
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on Seaton, 83, Calvert City, died at Wern Baptist
ospital, Paducah, on Wednesday, Dec. 30. 2009 at
1:17 p.m.
He retired from Air Products Chemicals and then
carted for local connactors as the safety supervisor.
e served in the Army Air Corps as an Air Tower
controller during World War 11. He was a member of
First Baptist hurch. Calvert City. and the Men's Sunday School
Class.
He was p eded in death by his wife of 52 years, Jossic Wallace
Sestun, and ght hrtsthcrs. 1LN parents were Elie itunley arid
Mary
Elizabeth S ks Seaton.
Survivo include four daughters, Rebecca Wilson and husband
,
Lynn. Pad
• Evelyn Bolin and husband. Duane, and June
Fortner an husband, Tim, all of Murray. and Marilyn Thompson
and husb' Ken. Fairdealing. Murray; grandchildren, Jim,
Beth,
Graydon
Elie Milburn, Lexington, Jessica and Roben Baxter,
Gallatin, nn., Wesley and Cammie Jo Bolin, Alexis Fortner,
Murray, Tracie, Jeff, and Cotmor Lambert, Paducah; sirs-inlaw,
Mrs. Cli d (Loree) Seaton, Heath, Mrs Pat (Alberta) Seaton,
Paducah. d Mrs Charles (Juanita) Seaton. San Diego, Calif.; sev. eral niec and nephews.
•
A me rial service was held on Sunday. Jan. 3, at 2 p.m. at First
Baptist urch of Calvert City. Visitation was from I p.m. pnor
to
the servi
The Oily requests that donations be made to the First Baptist
Church ilailding Fund. 34 Ash St. Calvert City, Ky. 42029 or Spring
Bayou
!
' ptist Cemetery' Fund Woodville Road, Kevil, KY 42053.
Marlin aton made a gift of life to Genesis Medical Education &
Resear Institute of Memphis, TN.

Dr. Rbhard I. Cooke'Jr.
Dr. kichard I. Cocke Jr., 85, of Calvert City, died Monday
.
January' 4. 2010, at 7:25 p.m. at his home. He was a
member of the First Baptist Church of Calven City
where he joined in 1954. He served his country as a
Communication Officer in the U.S. Navy during
World War II. He was the former president of
Purchase Dental Society and a charter member and
lifetiie member of the Calvert City Lions Club.
graduated from the University of Louisville in 1954, and
start his own business. Cocke Family Dentistry. In 1980, his son,
--Dr. ck Cocke joined the fiunily practice. and in 2006, his grandson r. Nick Cocke became part of the practice as well.
avors include two daughters, Karen Owen and husband, Joe,
'
and andra Wiles and husband, Mike. all of Calvert City; two sons,
'Dr. ick Cocke and wife, Beth. Calvert City. and John Cocke and
. wi , Linda, Gilbertssille; one sir, Boazie Simmons, Murray; seven
dchildren, Dr. Jennifer Wiles Nelson and husband, Trent.
Pa ucah, Michael C. Wiles, Calvert City, Tyler Wiles and wife,
'Bloke, Benton. Dr. Nicholas Cocke and wife, Michelle, Calvert
COy. Kara Powell and husband. Jay, Panama City. Fla., Allie Jayne
Oken, Calvert City, and Shelton Elizabeth Owen. Calvert City; six
gtat-grandchildren, Gannon Powell and Joclynn Powell. both
of
'Psnama City, Fla., Allie Cocke and Cruz Cocke. Calvert City, Jack
Nelson. Paducah, and Jasper Wiles, Benton.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Jane (Coil) Cocke, who
died July 19. 2006, parents: Richard 1. Cocke Sr. and Della Mae
(Boaz) Cocke; sirs: Frances Richey and Virginia Everette. brothers:
John Cocke, and Bob Cocke.
The funeral will be Thursday, January 7, 2010 at 2 p.m. at First
Baptist Church of Calvert City. Calvert City. Dr. Jerome Brown and
Rev Jim Ewing will officiate. Friends may call at the First Baptist
Church of Calvert City after 10 a.m. Thursday until the funeral hour.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of the arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the First Baptist
.,Church of Calvert City Building Fund. P.O. Box 366, Calvert City.
KY 42029. Online condolences may be given at www.collierfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Opal Pauline Riggs
CARUTHERSVILLE, Mo. -Mrs. Opal Pauline Riggs, 95, died
Fnday. Jan. I, 2010. She wa.s born June 26, 1914, in Wilson, Ark.,
to the late Lonzo arid Mary DePriest James. She was married Jan 5,
1935, to the late Bartley (Red) Riggs. One daughter, Linda Riggs,
also preceded her in death. A homemaker, she was a member of
• Braggadocio Baptist Church.
Survivors include three children. James Riggs iitad wife, Betty
• Sue. Murray, Ky., Doris Ann Green, Kennett, Mo.. and Sue Rowell
and husband, Bert. Bragg City, Mo., two sirs, Peggy Ruth
McCullough. Michigan. and Shirley Evans and husband, Harvey,
.Union City, Tenn.; seven grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today (Wednesday) at Braggadocio Baptist
Church with Pastor Joe Smith officiating. Pallbearers were Charles
Davis, Russell Gilmore. Dennis (Peanut) Hayes. Damon Johnson
.
Noel Dudley. and Joe Crain, active, arid Charles Albert Faris, hon'orary. H.S. Smith Funeral Home of Cartithersville was in charge
of
arrangements.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
President Barack °barna scolded 20 of his highest-level officials on Tuesday over the
botched Chnstmas Day telTOF
attack on an airliner bound for
Detroit, talung them jointly to
task for "a screw-up that could
have been disastrous" and
should have been avoided.
After that 90-minute pnvate
reckoning around a table in the
super-secure White
House
Situation Room, a gnm-faced
°barna informed Americans that
the government had enough
information to thwart the attack
ahead of time but that the intelligence
community, though
trained to do so, did not -connect those dots."
-That's not acceptable. and I
will not tolerate it." he said,
standing solo to address the
issue publicly for the fifth time
- and the first in Washington
-since the Dec. 25 incident.
Afterward. the White House
released quotes from the

Situation
Room
session.
Disclosing Obama's words during a private meeting is normally strictly off-limits for this
White House and most others
before it. In this case, °barna
advisers are eager to portray the
president AS aggressively on the
job -even as he has little, or in
this case nothing. new to
announce about how to tackJe
the secunty lapses that allowed
the Airline plot to almost succeed.
Obama did not say who. if
anyone. in the government
might he held accountable.
Earlier in the day, White House
spokesman Robert Gibbs said
the president still haS full confidence in his three top national
security officials: the director of
national intelligence, Dennis
Blair, CIA Director Leon
Panetta and Homeland Security
Secretary Janet Napolitano all of whom were among those
around the table with °barna
later.

II
%.# 2%Is

intelligence

now. administration officials say that Mama believes
blame I shared enough that no
one agency or official appears
clearly enough at tault to be
fired. However, as the president
and his team continue to identify what the security. gaps were
and how to till them °barna
could determine that someone
needs to go. said one senior
administration official familiar
with Obama's thinking. The
official spoke anonymously
because of the sensitivity of the
matter It was not clear how long
that process of both accountability and policy changes might
take. though Obama stressed
urgency and speed in his public
remark.s. "We will do better. and
we have to do it quickly.
American lives are on the line."
he said A White House official
said that Obama warned his lieutenants against looking for
blame and that none of this sort
of finger-pointing took place in
the meeting. where the leaders
FOf

of each agcs. took responsibility for failures within their
respective organizations. "While
there will be d tendency for finger-pointing, I will not tolerate
it." the official said Obama
tured them.
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab.
the Nigerian suspect who
allegedly tried to set off MI
explosive device aboard the"
plane as it came in for a huiding
in Detroit. has told U.S. investigators he received training and
instructions from al-Qaida °per:
atives in Yemen. His father
warned the U.S. Embassy in
Nigeria that his son had drifted
into extremism in the al-Qaida
hotbed of Yemen, but that threat
was never fully digested by the
U.S. security apparatus.
He is accused to trying to
ignite the explosives he brought
on board the flight carrying
nearly 300 people - thwarted
only by a malfunction with the
explosives and the quick action
of fellow passengers

Housing decline raises fears of a 'clouble-dip'

WASHINGTON(AP)-Tne
number of people preparing to
buy a home fell sharply in
November, an unsettling new
sign that the housing market
may be headed for a "doubledip'' downtum over the winter.
The figures Tuesday came
after a similarly discouraging
report on new home sales. illus•
truing how heavily the housing
market depends right now' on
govcatimeiii help.
In October, buyers raced to
get contracts signed in time to
take advantage of a tax credit for
first-time homeowners that was
set to expire.
It has since been extended
irito spnng-and now prospective buyers are taking their iime.
The National Association of
Realtors said its seasonally
adjusted index of sales contracts
fell 16 percent from October to
Novsmher, ending nine months
of gains.
Economists surveyed by
Thomson Reuters had expected
only a 2 percent drop.
-This was bound to happen at
some point, although not by this
much," wrote Jennifer Lee, senior economist with BMO
Capital Markets.
She added: "Gulp."
When the tax credit expires
this spring and the government
phases out programs to keep

mortgage rates low. the housing
market will have to stand on its
own. Many economists doubt it
can.
"We're just going to languish
at the bottom," said Anna Piretti.
senior economist at BNP
Paribas.
The last housing downturn
helped drag the nation into the
worst recession in decades.
The expected dip in home
sales and prices this winter
appears to pose less of a threat to
the broader economy.
Orders to U.S. factones. for
exsunple, posted a big gain in
November, the Commerce
Department said Tuesday.
So while the housing market
remains vulnerable. makers of
steel, computers and chemicals
are mounting a surprisingly
robust rebound.
"We expect housing to just
limp along even as the rest of the
economy is growing fairly
strongly,"
said
Nomura
Securities economist Zach
Pandl.
Stocks were mixed as the
reports offered conflicting signals about the economy. The
Dow industrials slipped 0.1 percent, while the broader Standard
& Poor's 500 index rose 0.3 percent to its highest close since
Oct. 1. 2008. The tax credit is
worth up to $8.000 for first-time

homebuyers and WdS Set to
expire Nov. 30. Congress
extended it through the end of
April and broadened it to
include a credit of up to $6.5(X)
for buyers who relocate.
Typically. there's a lag of one
to two months between when the
contract is signed and when the
sale closes.
To meet the onginal deadline
for the tax credit. buyers wutilri
have needed to submit a signed
sales contract by the end of
October at the latest.
The Realtor group said it
expected homebuyers to start
responding to the extension by
early spring, suggesting that
sales will pick up again but fall
back later in the year. once the
government support is gone.
In addition, the Federal
Reserve is buying up $1.25 trillion in mortgage-backed securities to help keep interest rates at
or near record lows.
That program is scheduled to
run out at the end of March.
though a sudden jump in rates
could force the Fed to extend it.
"We don't want to see mortgage rates rise yet," said terry
Smith. associate bristlier with
Re/Max Professional outside
Denver.
"And we certainly don't want
to see unemployment get any
worse than it is."

For November. new sales
contracts were down 3 percent
in the West. 15 percent in the
South and 26 percent each in the
Northeast and Midwest.
The housing market had been
rebounding from the worst
downturn in decades. helped by.
the federal intervention. Sales of
existing homes surged in
November to the highest level in
nevi; three years, but analysts
expect a drop of 10 to 20 percent
from November to December.
The most pessimistic analyst
forecast came from Daniel
Alpert, managing director of the
New York investment bank
Westwood Capital LLC.
He expects pnces to fall to 10
percent below the lows of last
spring when the government
help goes away.
Nevertheless, in some particularly hard-hit areas real estate
agents are confident the worst
days of the housing bust are
over.
Charlotte Wester, a real estate
agent with US Preferred Realty
in Mesa, Ariz., said homes are
so affordable - one house in
het-area sold for under S50,000
last fall - that houses are drawing multiple bids and often selling over the listing pnces.
"I can't see how our priceS
could get any cheaper." she said:

Suspected U.S. strike kills 12 in Pakistan

ISLAMABAD (AP)- Two
suspected U.S. drone missile
strikes killed at least 12 people
this morning in an area of
Pakistan's volatile northwest
teeming with militants suspected in a recent suicide attack that
killed seven CIA employees in
Afghanistan, intelligence officials said.
The lawless North Waziristan
tnbal area hit is home to several militant groups that stage
cross-border attacks against
coalition troops. including the
al-Qaida-linked Haqqani network. Counting the latest
strikes, suspected U.S. drones
have attacked North Waziristan

four times since the CIA bombing a week ago. killing at least
20 people.
The Obama administration
has pressed Pakistan to crack
down on the Haqqani network.
but Islamabad has resisted, saying it has its hands full battling
local Taliban militants waging
war against the state. In
response, Washington
has
stepped up drone strikes in the
country's tribal areas near the
Afghan border.
In the first attack, a suspected drone fired two missiles at a
house in the Datta Khel region
of North Waziristan, killing
seven people. said intelligence

.closeoutSafel

officials. A second strike
occurred as locals were retrieving bodies from the rubble of the
house, killing five people, said
the officials. speaking on condiKaaltirACTURER S COUPON
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non of anonymity because they
were not authonzed to talk to the
media. The identities of those
killed in the attacks were
unknown.
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Adsmore closing
for maintenance

:3nniC)ersary

PRINCEION. Ky. — Adonore House Zs: Gardens in Pnnceton
will be closed January 4 through February 15, 2010,for mamteniuice
and repairs.
The museum v.ill reopen with "Adsmore's Attic (1901-19841'
and return to normal operating hours on Tuesday. February 16.
Regular tours v. ill Ive a% ailable Tuesday through Saturday I I a.m.
to
4 p.m. and Sunday I:30 to 4 p.m.
"After twenty -three years and tens of thousands of visitors
,
Adsmore is in need of some maintenance and repairs that
cannot be
done in the one
we are normally closed." said Ardell Jiuratt.
curator.
"We are. therefore. closing for six weeks this winter
to do some
refurbishing and cleaning. We are sorry for any inconve
nience to
our patrons and hope they will plan to visit us after we reopen
for
regular tours on February 16." Jarratt added.
The Carriage Shop will also be closed during this time.
However.
the visitor's center will be available for rent. For additio
nal information. call I -270-365-3114.

Lk)

jo.burkeenOit rayledger.com

Alumni swimmer invited
to MHS Home eet

Jo's
Datebook

da Y

Former Murray High hoot swimmers are
invited to attend en M
Home Meet to be
held Saturday at 10 m. at the Susan
Bauernfeind Nellnees
ter Pool at Murray
State L'niversity. Altunni swinuners will be
recognized by graduating ear as well as senior swimmers from the igh school teams
attending the meet.
Persons are askec to notify Debby
Ferguson by Friday at p.m. at either 7679129 or 227-6256 if you an to attend.

Legi

on Auxilia will meet
By Jo Burkeen
America Legion Ladies uxillary Unit 073'•
Community
will meet Thursday at 7 m. at the Legion
Editor
Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee
k Dr., Murray.
Female spouses and daughters of the veterans
invited. The dis- •
tinct president will attend and the agenda will
ude the planning.of future fundraisers. For more inforrnation call t #73 Preside
nt
Twonya Rttize at 293-3145.
Rotary Club plans meeting

First Place 4 Health offers 13
weekly weight loss program

The Rotary Club of Murray has accepted an Inv' non to tour
the
new Murray-Calloway County Hospital addition
rsday and will
hold its regular meeting there. Members are remin that
they can
take the guided tour at times that being at 11 a.m.. 1:05
a.m. and
11:10 a.m., or those that begin at 12:15, 12:20 and :25 p.m.
The
club's meeting will be at noon in the lobby of the ne acility.
Box
lunches will be served beginning at 11 a.m.

By Martha Norswortivy
4 Health program, a faith-based
Every year, Americans spend weight loss plan support
ed and Mr. and Mrs.
billions of dollars on weight- endorsed by registe
Rudy L. Barnett
red dietitians
loss programs and products. and physicians.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy L. Barnett of Murray celebrated
members of
their 70th
Many are on a search for a quick Grace Baptist Church
Rebate night Thursday
and Blood wedding anniversary on Wednesday, Dec. 23, 2009.
fix, unwilling to consider per- River Baptist Associa
A rebate night to support the Special Olympics
Mr.
Barnett
Polar Bear
arid the former Marynell Keel, were married on that
tion lost
manent changes in their lifestyle more than 100 pounds
Plunge will be Thursday from 5 p.m. to close at Nic
Restaurant.
during date in 1939, in Paris, Tenn. Their attendants were Arlon
as the answer. However, the the last I2-week session
Willoughby and Geneva Futrell.
..
'Make A Difference Day'Saturd
members of First Place 4 Health
Mrs. Bartlett is the daughter of die late James and Moline
Meeting in weekly support
The Murray and Calloway County Community will t
have discovered that the Bible groups. the member
Hargro
ve
Keel.
Mr. Barnett is the son of the late Jesse and Lula
the 74di
s follow a
"Make A Differenee day" on saturday from 9 a.m. to
holds the answer to the obesity !2 week curriculum
p.m. in the ihat is cen- Houston Satr.ctt.
parking
lot
epidemic.
of
Murray
State University Stewart Stadiu Paper and
'They are the parents of one son. Joe Pat Barnett and wife,
tered on achieving balance in
Jane, cardboard of all types to benefit
By following the First Place four essential areas
both resource cente 'II be cotof their and one daughter, Judy Harris and husband, Sam, all of Murray.
lected. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses, while e
Their three grandchildren are Stefani Billington, Ami Heithof
lives: Emotional, spiritual, menWATCH
f Center will collect aluminum
cans. Court Appo.
and Billy Ray Hanis.
tal and physical.
Advoca
tes
(CASA
)
vvill
collect cell phones and Big
Their three great-grandchildren are Aleah and Audrey
First Place 4 Health encourther/Big
Heithoff Sister will have a bin for
ink jet cartridges. J.U. Kevil ill collect
ages members to adopt practical and Danielle Harris.
clothes. The police and sheriff's departments will comb.
disciplines in all four areas.
efforts tol
take in expired or unused prescription drugs. Plastics,
These include regular attencans and
glass will also be gathered. Bins will also be provid
for used/
dance and fellowship (emotionmotor oil. There will no longer be a collection for ba
ries. Fen'
al): prayer, Scripture reading
more infonnation call Murray Family Resource
The Land Between the Lakes has scheduled Eagles River
Yo Service.
cruisand Bible study (spiritual); es to
Center at 759-9592 or Calloway County Family Reso
leave from Kenlake State Resort Park Marina on Saturda
y and
enter af
Scripture memory and keeping a
762-7333 or Bill Wells at 759-1918.
Sunday.
food record (mental); and eating
The cost will be $60 person and registration is limited
. It is recwell and exercising (physical). ommen
Flu vaccine clinic Thursday
ded for ages 5 and up. Reservations and full deposit
Oh baby s cold outside' I-ngid cold all
s are
First
Place
4
Health
helps
memweek long COM hs soon and trs on sonic
required by calling 1-270-924-2020. For a view of the
Angels Community Clinic will hold a free HINI (swine
yacht visit
flu vacbers learn how to be victorious www.cqriversid
harm chillies \Tim harmup suits. wool
cine clinic for the patients of the clinic on Thursd
e.com.
ay at te clinic,
pleather raike, and tunleneeli sheets-lc
over past eating pattems and
1005
The
cruise
Poplar
will
St.,
include
Murray
a brunch or lunch and guided eagle-view. Patients are a.sked to call 759-223 and
will keep sou A31111 and snugis
how to commit their minds and, ing experince for bald
Whaf malls harm about n is all co 60 r1 Ott.
eagles. LBL staff will tell the story of the reserve your vaccine.
ultimately, their bodies to God.
i111.1 beat Mx
Bald Eagles's recovery and be available to help spot
wildlife and
In case !,011.re going to he going ,Oftle
The program has delivered answer questions during the
MHS Fastpitch Club to meet
trip. Restrooms and hot beverages will
ALM. Yoe h.41e
reLCI,
101 oi
nest
faith-based health and weight also be available
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today
spnng
from Joseph gnikoft and ntiri
(Weclesday)
manage
ment instruction and
at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. Fund-raising
"Brunch with the Eagles' River Cruise" will be Saturda
Other Ot
te,,.111e ht.111d,
events, fiel work
y from
support to small groups meeting 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Thn kind Of heather makes us Teel the need
and coming season will be on the agenda. All
persons intersted in
for canton food nen il we are supposed to he
in churches since 198 I. First
the fa.stpitch softball program in the Murray schools
Also on Saturday from I to 4 p.m. will be "Lunch with the
Eagles
are inited to
thinking about dieting 111
Place 4 Health has been active River Cruise."
attend. For more information e-mail mwinche
Beef Bargvod, Siew
ster@murray-ly.net. •
in more than 12,000 churches
"Lunch with the Eagles River Cruise" will be Sunday
3 lbs bed +101 rIte.11 Lill Jr hilc slie mese.
from II
with over a half million success- a.m. to p.m.
2 cahs CTe3111 ,eierl ,111,
Public Retirees to meet
2 cat,:ream ot muslin gni si.ur
ful members! The program
Purchase Area Chapter of Kennicky Public Retiree
s wii.gneet
2 pkg, dricti onion soup mix
points members to God's
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
2 nips Burgundr, A ine
Dr.. Patcah.
strength and creates a compasfor a combined luncheon and business meeting
Mu all ingrechans togetho and haki hours
. All retirees g the
a 250 degrees Serie met sighed noodles Do
sionate support group that helps
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fgton,
not brown men hot IL°. tat soup ,111 he
members stay accountable in a
Hickman. Graves, Marshall, McCrackcn) and the
usedi
Kentucky State,
positiv
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend.
e environment.
This can also he nude e crigi pig Serie
For informition
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-527-9531.
You must attend one of the
iinth hcanv french bread and a salad 11 makes
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Michael Orr of Edinborough Drive
in
3 Ver) COMIOrtlqg
rni• recipc
orientation tneetings to partici- Murray, Ky., the son of
nage
Michell
e
and
Scott
cookbook
Orr,
98 in my
has accepted a
Narcotics group will meet
pate in this First Place 4 Health Trustee Scholar
Speaking of comfort hvvis ne sersed the
ship from Xavier University in Cincinnati.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursd
session. Orientation meetings
Beef Lombardi tore to page 95 and it is debay from 7 to 8 g.m.
He will graduate from Murray High School. where he is active
in at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
CMOS. We doubled the trope and It Will wne a
will be held Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
753-8419 1-,
soccer,
track.
Beta
Club
and
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Orr 877-447-2004.
crowd. Ifs a unique Italian taste
in the family life center at Grace
More sweet raiapeno relish hes arrned
plans
to
major
biology
in
at
Xavier.
Baptist
Church, 617 South 9th
Everyone seems to lose it and it macs nonAll incoming freshmen are evaluated for Xavier's Trustee
Angel Alert issued
St., Murray, and at Blood River
daful pfts
and
A single parent family of 5 is in need of a reliable
Stay %arm and loin us tor OW storewidc Atter
Baptist Association building, 47 Presidential Scholarships and the Honor and Schawe Awards and
vehicle for wadi
Christmas Sale"'
oll'
purposes. The vehicle can be donated to
Aurora Hwy., Hardin on award levels vary.
the Calloway Comity
:illord le, nett h irer
hunt,.
Family
Resour
ce
Center,
Xavier
University is a private university located in Cincinnati,
Monday at 6:30 p.m.
1169 Pottertown Rd.. Murray, as a tax
reporl
deductible donation. A qualified appraisal
PS MOM Bnghtin &earn hair armed and
For more infortnaticm, con- Ohio, providing a liberal arts education in the Catholic, Jesuit
is required. For more
tradiinforma
the watsb nub charms on it is here too
tion contact the Family Resource Center
tact Martha Norsworthy at 753- tion.
at 762-7333 or
Michelle Hansen, coordinator of the center, at
itiiirtui RN II
5400.
978-0542.
, imam
nee._
lit1,1011
OW.
According to Carole Lewis.
(!MUM,Wok'
110
Public Library lists schedule
e,
I
national director, "First Place 4
iir 1.1On (il4M111
WHIM,
Calloway County Public Library. will be closed
Health is about more than
until Saturday.
The library will be closed through Friday for
weight loss - it's about lifestyle
inventory. The library
will
reopen
on
Saturda
y.
Hours
of the library are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
change that encourages every
Saturday; 1 to 5 p.m., Sunday, and 8 a.m. to
participant to find balance in his
8 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Ben Graves is director of the
305 South t2th•Mueras KY • 753-7441
library, located at 710 Main
or her own life."
www.dkkelley.com
St.,
Murray.
Friends of Cherokee Histonc Resort Park of Aurora, Ky.,
will
sponsor a Martin Luther King Jr. program, Monday, January
18,
MHS plans football banquet
at the site of the newly remolded dining room on the grounds of
Advocacy • Empowerment • Results
the
Murray High School Football Banquet will
Cherokee park, (directly across from Kenlake State Park).
be Saturday, Jan. 9,
2010,at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State Univers
ity Curris CenterballCherokee, which was officially opened in 1951, was a segrega
room.
No ticket sales will be at the door. Players
ted
, coaches and invitpark designated for Kentucky's African American population.
ed guests will not need to purchase a ticket.
For more information
The activities on January 18 include a press conference at noon, contact Steve Duncan at 753-52
02 or Terri Benton at 293-322g.
'
followed by a reception at I p.m. and a keynote address by Colia
Murr
ay
Clark, former special assistant to Medgar Evers and a member
Art
Guil
d
has
cale
ndar
s
of
Murray Art Guild now has available 2010
the SNCC. Student Nonviolent Coordinating Commicee at 2 p.m.
MAG Art Calendars
which
feature
the
art
work
of
Murray
Several months ago the Kentucky Parks Department allocated
Art Guild Members and youth
workshop participants and are a great
way to celebrate the creativinearly $600.000 dollars for the first phase of the renovations of the
ty in the community. Proceeds from the
sales will go to the Guild's
park and the MLK event will be in honor of the completion of this general
operating fund and help to support
programming. Calendars
aspect of the project.
Ricky A. Lamkin & Asociates
may be purchased at the Guild's Art
Market at 500 North 4th St.,
additio
In
n,
Friends
Murray
Cherok
of
.
For
ee
will
begin
informa
a
series
tion
focused
of
call
304 N. 4th Strtml • Murr..,,, KY 1211—.1
753-4059.
group conversations to determine the future of Cherokee the week
Compassionate Friends will meet
of January 18 in Hopkinsville, Paducah and Henderson.
Compassionate Friends Support Group
Colia Clark will be available for telephone interviews prior to the
will have its next meeting
on Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in
event.
the private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is
a group for parents who
have lost a child or young adult through
death. This will be die only
meeting
for the month of January. For more
DONIS
aiille$
information call
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda
Bennett at 731-498CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. — Join Peter Rabbit. Flopsy, Mopsy
8324.
in tilt 141111.5 :
and
Cottontail when they meet Mr. McGregor. Jemima Puddle-Duck
Museum planning Boy Scout exhibit
and Mittens, Moppet and Tom Kitten, all in a colorful. wonderful
• Divorreluutwly1Doinestic Violencelthild AupportlAdoptiou
The Wrather West Kentucky History
revival of the Beatrix Potter classics in "Peter Rabbit & Fnends
Museum, located on the
" at
DUI iraffic(*uses
the Roxy Regional Theatre. "Peter Rabbit" piays only four campus of Murray State University. is currendy putting together a
perrnanent exhibit of Boy Scout memorabilia.
This exhibit will open
Saturday 2 p.m. matinees on January 23 and 30, and February 6
and in February 2010 and telebrates the 100-year
• Wills•erimii bele'me
history of Scouting as
13.
well as the rich region* and local history. The
museum officials are
•Civil Litigation •Personal Injury
Adapted for the stage and directed by John McDonald, "Peter asking the comtnunity
donate or loan Scouting memora
bilia for
Rabbit & Friends" features Mindy Wedner, Nathan Freema
this
special
exhibit
.
Per.
ns
may
contact Kate Reeves, director of
n,
let for imual
Melissa Dowty. Bnan Veith, Bryan 7..oppi and Jamie Fanner.
the museum, at 270-809-477Ior Bryan Warner at
270-978-7291.

Cruises scheduled to start

Orr awarded scholarship
by Xavier University

h,/,'

-41C-1(fl

Marshall County and Friends of
Cherokee Historic Park will
sponsor Martin Luther King event

yeittorney-At-Law

(270)753-17,37

'Peter Rabbit'to be presented
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riodd, other Dems to retire

UZ =DTI
AP National Polibcal Writer
WASHINGTON — With the
2010 election year barely under
way, two senators and one governor — all Democrats —
ditched plans to run for re-election in the latest signs of trouble
for President Barack Obama's
PartY.
Taken together. the decisions
by Sens. Chris Dodd of
Connecticut and Byron Dorgan
of North Dakota as well as
Colorado Gov. Bill Ritter
caused another bout of heartburn for Democrats as they
struggle to defend themselves in
a sour political envirorunent for
incumbents. particularly the
patty in charge.
As 2009 ended. Democrats
watched a string of their House
members announce retirements
and one congressman defect to
the GOP.
Now, with Dodd, Dorgan and
Ritter out, Republicans have
even more to crow about, if not
better opportunities to pick up
Democratic-held seats.
Democrats, who have a 60-40
Senate majority that includes
two independents who vote with
them, now will have to defend
four open seats in the Senate.
The others are Delaware and
Illinois, where Sens. Ted
Kaufman, who replaced Vice
President Joe Biden, and Roland
Burris, who replaced Obama,
aren't running tor tull terms.
Among govemors, Democrats

Women's
advocates
want tougher
staLking law
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lawmakers will congider a spate of domestic violence bills after one of their former colleagues was charged in
the high-profile killing of an exgirlfriend.
, The legislative session will
focus mainly on the state's
financial woes, but legislators
will also consider multiple proposals to protect domestic violence victims. One bill requires
people named in emergency protective orders to wear ankle
monitors. Another calls for more
jail time for convicted stalkers.
Women's advocates were at
the Capitol on Tuesday to be
sure the legislation isn't overlooked.
State Sen. Kathy Stein, DLexington, said she hopes the
bills can move quickly through
the legislature and be signed into
Ow by die governor.
, "Ibis is a very, very serious
situation," Stein said.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
-has been pushing for the ankle
monitors since last year's shooting death of Lexington resident
Amanda Ross. Her ex-fiance,
state lawmaker Steve Nunn, was
charged with murder, and has
entered a not guilty plea.
' After the breakup of their
'engagement, Ross had obtained
the domestic violence protective
order.
Stumbo's chief of staff, Pierce
Whites. said Tuesday that placing an ankle monitor on someone who poses a domestic violence threat could alert a potential victim of imminent danger.
Tracking devices would send a
signal when the person wearing
the monitor gets too close.
Lawmakers were scheduled to
convene at noon Tuesday. for the
Start of the 2010 legislative session.
Lingering financial problems
promise to be the overriding
issue for the General Assembly,
which will meet through midApril.
, Kentucky faces a SI.5 billion
shortfall during the next two
years. Gov. Steve Beshear and
other political leaders have ruled
out broad-based tax increases.
leaving expanded gambling as
one potential way to generate
-Money for state coffers.
That proposal would require
legalizing video slot machines
so that they could be placed at
horse tracks. But it faces staunch
opposition and failed to gamer
enough support to pass last year.

are seeking to maintain their 2624 majority in a year when those
elected will oversee the redrawing of congressional and legislative districts for the next decade.
Republicans arid Democrats
alike say they now expect competitive races for the Senate seat
in North Dakota, a GOP-tilting
state. and dle governor's seat in
Colorado, a pivotal swing state
that has trended toward
Demot:rats in recent years but
may be shifting back toward
Republicans.
But in Democratic-leaning
Connecticut. Dodd's retirement
may actually heighten the likelihood that the seat he's held for
five terms will remain in
Democratic hands. The party.
can now. recruit a more popular
candidate to run. bolstering the
prospects of thwarting a
Republican victory.
Longtime
Connecticut
Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal told The Associated
Press on Wednesday moming
that he will run for Dodd's seat.
Blumenthal, a Democrat, is seen
as one of the state's most popular politicians. He planned to
publically announce his candidacy later Wednesday.
Considered by many insiders
to be the most endangered
Senate Democrat. Dodd planned
to announce his retirement
Vv'ednesday, according
to
Democratic officials who spoke
on the condition of anonymity
because they weren't authorized

II Library •••
From Front
have to figure out funding first.
"We have to get our ducks in a
row financially first," he said.
"We're trying to go from the
largest small library in
'Kentucky to the smallest medium library."
Short-term, Graves said for
library patrons to expect to see a
swelling in circulation. After
weeding out the "old and
uglies," he said they win be
t

going back through -and expanding the existing collections
based on public demand.
The library currently has a
growing selection of books in
languages other than English.
Graves said the books are filed
with the rest of the books and
have a sticker on the spine
denoting what language they are
in. In most cases. he said the
books are geared for younger
patrons of the library but hoped
to see demand pick up for other
ages as well.
Graves also said he would like
to
see
bookmobile usage

to publicly pre-empt the senator's remarks. Dodd told
Democrats of his plans late
Tuesday.
Dodd, 66, is chairman (it
Senate Banking Committee
which was at the center (it
efforts to deal with the economic meltdown. And he has played
a prominent role in the debate
over overhauling health care.
taking over for his friend Ted
Kennedy during his illness and
then after his death. Dodd
undenvent surgery for prostate
cancer in August, he said it was
in an early. treatable stage.
His poll standing has fallen
precipitously since 2008.
Dodd ran for the Denwx:ratic
presidential nomination that
year, moving his family to Iowa
for weeks before the caucuses
and angering Connecticut constituents. He dropped out after a
poor showing in Iowa.
The senator also has drawn
AP Photo/ The Enquirer Patnck Peddy
criticism for his role in writing a BALD EAGLE: A bald eagle takes flight from its perch on a branch in a tree along US 127
bill that protected bonuses for south of Owenton Tuesday, Jan. 5,
executives at bailed-out insurer
American International Group
Inc. and for allegations he got
favorable treatment on mortWEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 17, 2010 AT 11:00 A.M
gages
with
Countrywide
AT 403 BARNETT STREET, HAZEL. KY 42049 OF HOUSE AND
Financial Corp.
LOT
Early polling in the race
403 BARNETT STREET. HAZEL, 1Ct' 42049
showed him consistently trailing
potential GOP challenger Rob
Simmons. a forrner House member who is competing for the
RepohlIcan ^^—'nation agaiiist
World Wrestling Entertainment
co-founder Linda McMahon.

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

increase. Currently. Nami
Birgbauer. bookmobile librarian. serves around 75 Murray
and Calloway County residents
every two weeks with the bookmobile. Anyone within the
county can call the library to
join the program. which lets a
person have up to 10 books at a
time from the library. delivered
and retrieved by Birgbauer. She
will select books for the patrons.
load them into bags with each
person's name on it and take
them around.
"We'll take requests for
books, but I also get to know
what people like and suggest
books for them. Most ask for
favorite genres and that makes it
easy to not get stuck with a particular author over and over
again." she said.
Last year Me library updated
their bookmobile service by
downsizing the transportation.
The library also added three
new board members, Stuart
Alexander. Teresa Betts and
Rhonda Henderson. Graves said
he was happy to have the three
new board members and is looking forward to the cotning years.

This rs a ynyl sided rouse witn 1129 square feet of lying
area located In a quiet neighborrood close to schools churches and
shoborg It 5 comprised of a trying room krtchendr
ung room. three bedrooms one bath and a one car attacned carport
Ters
would Oe ar excellent ouy for a family residerce or ar investor
interested in rertal property or resale atter reparrs

An open house mill be held on Wedresday Feoruary 10. 2010 trorn
10 to II 00 am
The rnintrriJm acceptable oid for this property is 514.750.
Payment of ire

yfpar

property taxes are Me responsrbdrty of the purchaser

Clear ntle to Mrs property 5 -ot wariarted The S Marshal's Deed
ts not a generat warrarty deecr Buyers are advtsed to nave
the property s tine exam,ned *neer notrficanon regarding
enCumbrances or tt,e property must be made lo Me Mayfield Rural
Develooment Office rothr 30 days

LEGAL NOTICE
%ace is nerety given that or Wednesday February 17. 2010.
al 11 OD a.m al 403 Barnett Street. Hazel. KY r order to raise the
sum of S48.585 B5 perooal togetnef mth interest creed
sutrsicty granted r Me amount ol SI1,100 01 plus intnrest or the arrvunt
ot S6.499 24 as of November 4, 2008. aro interest inereafter
on itie principal at S12.6581 from November 4. 2008 unfit tne date oi
JuOgmenl, Plots triteres1 on the JucligtheM athdort iPnnciPal Plus nieces, lo trle date of Judgment
) at the rale ol 64si, computec
clady and compounded annually. untd paid ir tut and ior the costs
or this action. pursuant tO Judgment ard Order cA Sale. being Oral
Action No. 5 09CV-I-R or ems Pacucar Docket ot the
United Stares Disinct Court lor the Western District of Kentudiy. entered or
February 27. 2009. rr fee case of United Stales ci America vs
Estate of Patricia Anr Berry. el al Me loSowing described property
will be soil to Me nrghest and oest Woe(
House and lot at 403 Barnett Street Calloway County.
Hard. KY 42049 Being at the same property conveyed
by dee0 dated
September 30. 1994 ioogeo for record or Apel 21. 1995 and
recorded or) Deed BOOK 2,3. Page 444 in the Callovvay County Clerk
s
Office
TERMS OF SALE Ter percent i10°.) of the bid pnce re.
the tom of a Cashier S Checx made payable to the U S
Marshall on the
day ot tee sale wrtn good and sunk:serf bond tor the balance.
beanng interest at the rate of 064% per annum until paid.
due arid
payabile re 90 days and said oond navrro the eflect of a lidgment
. Upoe a default by Ihe Purctiaser. Me deposit shall be forfeited
and retained by Me S Marshal as a pan of the Proceeds of
the sale. and the properly shall again be offered tor sale
sal:sect lc
conhrmation oy Me Court
Thrs sale shall te oaf and loreciosJre of ad nght. title
interest. estate claim demand or equity of redemption of the
defendant
s
and of all persons claiming by. through under or against
elem. provided the purchase price is equal to hvothdds of Me
aperaised
value
PorCTiaSe PnCe IS reit eoual to twotturds of the appraised value. Me Deed
shall cortar ,n a ter in favor of the
delendants reftecting the OVA of the oetendants to redeem
ctunng the penal provided Dy law KRS 426 5.30, Under
!aw the
purchaser ts deemed to be on notice of all matters affecang the
properly of record or the Oral County Cleft, s Dace
Inquires snould be directed to
Jerry Cloyd. Area Director
RURAL DE'vELOPMENT AREA OFFICE
1095 Nabonal Mine Orme MadrsorrAlle, KY 42431
Telephone 270-S21-44W x 4

URNITURE

1IVALLeINIALL

INVIIMMY OMANISALI
NOW IN PROGRESS
atita.qic Savingsjn'Etle
*LIVING
OM
*BEDROOM
*DINING ROOM
*MOTION FURNITURE

Department!!!"

*ACCENT
=MATT
*ACCE
*AND SO

4

a

STORE HOURS:
•MONDAY-FRIIMY:
• -9:00-6:00
•SATURDAY: •
.9:00-5:00
-SUNDAY:CLOSED

Your 3 1 /2 Acre'SUPER STORE'

,
/Magi/(7knyloa
FURNITURE
3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On
Hwy 121N
Ma eld, K 1-800-821-3244 or 270
247-6620

EASY CREDIT
TERMS
-ASK ABOUT
-NO INTERESTFINANCING

8• Nkednesday, January 6. 20i0
Murray Ledger & Times

HEALTH

www.murrayledger.cont

Neurologists King and Couch
receive board certification

tomtit: hteaguialiimert011401180

BodyPump training offered
Special to the Ledger
The Center for Health &

••••••

may 'sponsor' you for the class
• Your GFM can register you
online at www.lesmills.com. or
call the Center for Health and
Wellness at 762-1348.
• Sign your instructor agreement online (before attending
the training). Print your confirmation email and bring it with
you to the training.
• The training is three days
and you must attend each day
• You are required to submit a
video/DVD for assessment
within three rnonths of training.
in order to become a qualified
LES MILLS'?" instructor. Post
training. you are able to teach at
your licensed club (grade permitting) and can sign up on
Autoship to receive the new
releases each quarter.
Post-training. you are able to
teach at your licensed club
(grade pennitting) and can sign
up on Autoship to receive the
new releases each quarter.
Resources provided in this
module include a program technique DVD and Instructor manual, as well as. the latest pro
gram kit comprising of a master

ACM

Wellness in Murray is offering a
BodyPump!" Instructor training
COUrSe to those interested in
Special to the Ledger
atry and neurology through its nication skills. professi
onalism, ting.
a
Patients, physicians. becoming
Body Pump"'
Murray-Calloway County certification processes. These systems
-based practice. and healthcare providers,
insurers instructor.
Hospital would like to congratu- processes are designed to identipractice-based learning and and quality
BodyPump"' is a group barorganizations look
late Dr King and Dr. Couch on fy qualified specialists through improve
ment to practice quality for the Gold Star
bell program that challenges
dS the best
their recent achievement in rigorous credential and training
specialized niedicine in neurolo- tneasure of a
physician's knowl- every major muscle in your
passing their Board Certification requirements and successf
ul
edge. experience and skills to txxly with 10 stationary routines
in the specialty of Neurology. by completion of its board eltd1111- gy
Medical specialty certifica- provide quality
healthcare with- using weights arid music. This
the
American
Board
of nations for psychiatry and neu- tion in the
United States is a vol- in a given specialty..
class strengthens and tones in
Psychiatry anti Neurology. Inc.
rology'. The ABPN is a one of 24 untary process. Board
certifica"We are proud of the record time. and the high repetiThe American Board of members of the American Board
tion - and the Gold Star - achievement
Dr. King and Dr. tion boosts your endurance and
Psychiatry and Neurology'. Inc. of Medical Specialties.
demonstrates a physician's Couch have
made in receiving speeds up metabolism for rapid
ABPN is a nonprofit corpora.
In becoming Board Certified, exceptional expertis
e in a partic- their
Board
tion that was founded in 1934. Dr. Couch and Dr. King have
Certification. fat burning. enhancing confiular specialty.. The Gold Star sig- Continuing educatio
'Since 1935. when its first exam- completed rigorous training
n and certi- dence and well-being. Low on
and nals a Board Certified physi- fication
s that our physicians' complexity. but high on fun. the
ination was delivered. the ABPN achieved the gold standard
in cian's commitment and expert- achieve
improve the quality of weight-bearing moves help
has been serving the public each of six core compete
ncies of ise in consistently achieving
patient care provided here at increase bone density. which is a
interest and promoting excel- patient care medical
knowl- superior clinical outcomes in a MCCH,"
said Mr. Bailey. CEO vital factor in reducing osteolence in the practices of psychi- edge. interpersonal anti
commu- responsive. patient-focused set- of
MCCH.
porosis.
Drs. King and Couch are
Aspiring BodyPumpTH instr
affiliated with the Physician uctors must attend a 3-day modSpecialists of Murray located in ule receiving in-depth training
the Medical Arts Building in in the five key elements of Les
Suitc 301 East. Dr. Jimmy E. Mills' initial training: choreogCouch. neurologist and epilep- raphy. technique, coaching. contologist. is trained in the treat- nection and creating magic.
ment of epilepsy and completed
The class will be offered at
his Epilepsy Fellowship at the the Center for Health
and
Medical University of South Wellness. located at 716
Poplar
Carolina.
Street in Murray, on January 22
Dr. King graduated from
24. All interested participants
Austin college in Shernizr., mu:4
rik,
prc-registei by Fi iday, Jan. rlacx nvn. music cn
Texas and completed his med- 8, or pay a late
entry fee of $50. reography notes.
ical degree at Baylor College of The cost of the
class is $290.
Trainees become qualified
Medicine in Houston. Texas. He
"We are looking to add high when it video submitted by. them
is a member of the American quality BodyPu
mp instructors to has been assessed and passed by
Medical Association anti the our
program," said Keena Les Mills' qualifica
tion staff.
American
Academy
of Miller. director of the Center for
Once qualified, instructors
Neurology.
Health and Wellness. "I can't
receive ongoing training and
Murray-Calloway County think
of a better way to reach
Hospital would like to congratu- your
education updates through
fitness goals - teach a class
late Dr. Christopher King and
regional quarterly workshops.
and get paid to work out!"
Dr. Jimmy E. Couch for their
To become a BodyPump!'" DVD's and choreograptty- nore.
recent honor in becoming Board
For more information, or to
Instructor, you must:
Certified by the American Boani
• Contact your Group Fitness register to become an instructor.
of Psychiatry and Neurology'.
Manager (GFM) at your club please call the Center for Health
Inc. To make an appointment
and inform them of your desire & Wellness at 762-1FIT (13481.
Photo provided
with Dr. Couch or Dr. King. call
Ptctured are neurologists Dr. Jimmy E. Couch (left)
to teach.
and Dr, Christopher King.
or
register
online
at
762-1566.
• If your GIN agrees, they www.lesmills.com.
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2009 Acura TSX
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2007 Ford F-150 IFX2 Spod

6,000 Miles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7371

30,000 Miles,
Crew Cab,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7370

71,000 Miles,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, DVD.
Stk. #CP743

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This 16t
Respectf

MAX W.
Master(
Callowal

•

•
•
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•

2007 Nissan Altirna 3.5 SE

2007 Chevrolet Silverado Z-71

33,000 Miles,
V-6, Heated Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7373

r-

REPUBI
SUCCE1
REPUBI

14,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Short Bed, 4x4.
Stk. #P7372
•
••

97,971
2007 Ford Explorer
Eddie Bauer,
34,000 Mlles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD, Leather.
Stk. SP7374

2009 Toyota Canny LE
Unhmited, 45,000 Mires, Automatic. A/C
Stk. #P7376

si7 975.

E
'"° 4!°
. 4

20,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Two to choose From.
Stk. #s P7356; P7368

•
• •
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2002 Mazda Miata MX-5
Special Edition,
36,000 Miles, Leather,
6-Speed Manual Shift.
Stk. #CP726A

2007 Lexus ES350

T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Two to Choose From.
Stk. #s CP7333; CP734

53,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7377

2007 Ford F-150

MAX W
Master
CalIowa

2008 Ford Fusion SEL

21,000 Miles,
Super Cab, Leather, 4x4
Stk #P7375

*Disclaimer All P000S piuS tax

43,000 Miles,
V-6, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler.
Stk. SIP7397
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2400 E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5551•1-800-740-8816
8 a- m -5 p m. www.peppersautomotive.com-
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2008 Dodge Grand Caravan SE

39 000 Miles
Leather, Moonroof,
Tinted Windows.
Stk SP7353
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00411

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00306
BRA.NCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,

Limb
Nobcs

"
Ic4H

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

PLAINTIFF

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES. INC ,

"Come Join a Winning Team"
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR ALL POSITIONS

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
VS NOTICE OF SALE

STEPHEN MERRITT, LUCILLE MERRITT,
AND HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP, LP,

UNKNOWN DEFENDANT. SPOUSE OF JOYCE
D HASTY, UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS, WHO ARE THE
HEIRS OR DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF JOYCE
D
HASTY AND THEIR SPOUSES, AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION.
CITIFINANCIAL, IN(' COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
SHERRI GAIL HASTY. UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SiGUSE OF SHERRI GAIL HAST-1, RACHEL LIILAN DENNIS,
UNKNOWN DEIFENDANT,SPOUSE OF RACHEL DEAN
DENNIS, TERRY LYNN FIASTY. MARJORIE HASTY.
WILLIAM BRUCE HASTY, TRACY HASTY.
DEFENDANTS

Being designated as lee 35. Lot 46, Lot 90, and Lot 98. WESTERN
SHORES,
Phase 1. as shown on the plat of same of record in Plat Book
38. Page 87, Slide
3703, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray,
Kentucky. te
whIch plat specific reference Is hereby made for a more particular
descrIption of
said lot

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9. 2009. in the above cause. to eatisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $42,273.47, I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway elounty,
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder.
public auction on Friday. January 15. 2010. at the hour
of 10,00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following described
property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, wIth its eddress being 8334
State Route 121
North, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly descnbed
as follows

Subject to covenante and restnchons for Western Shores
recorded in Book 643
Page 415. in the Calloway County Clerk'e Office in Murray,
Kentucky
13etng the same property conveyed to Stephen Memtt, and
wife, Lucille Merritt
by deed from KY Land Partnere, LLC dated June 18. 2006.
of record in Book
65e Page 244. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court

:

.•

hoe LT

•
•
•
•
•

Miles,
Leather,
of, DVD.
CP743

•
•
•

The following described tract or parcel of land, lying and
being in Calloway
County. Kentucky, to.wit. Legal deereiption of a trect of land
situated in the
community of Coldwater, County of Calloway., State of Kentucky,
being a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 2, Range 3
East, and being Lot
No 1 of an unrecorded Minor Subdivision Plat of the Nancy Paschall
property.
and being further described as follows: Beginning at a 1,2 inch
diameter relear
eet in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121. located 159 feet
east of the centerline of Kentucky Highway 1836, the Southweet corner of Lot
No. 1 of said
Minor plat: thenoe. severing the lands of Nancy Paschall, North
12 degrees, 45
minutes 46 seconde East 140.87 feet to a 1,2 inch diameter rebar
e,et in an existing electric fence, thence, with the North line of Lot No. 1,
the following bearmg. and distance.. South 73 deg. 06 minutes 13 eeconds
Eaet 32_09 feet to a 1 '2
inch diameter rebar set; South 77 deg 11 minutes 58 seconds
East 25.38 feet to
a 1,2 inch diameter rebar set; South 79 deg 56 minuties 16
seconds East 26 13
feet to a 1..2 inch diameter rebar set, South 81 degrees 20
minutes 26 second,
East 25 36 feet to a 1,2 inch diameter rebar set. the
Northeast corner of Lot No
1 and the Northwest corner of the James Tbney property.!Deed
Bonk 155, Card
1319/, thence, with Toney's Went line and the East Line of
Lot No. 1, South 05
degrees 45 minutes 07 seconde W'est 136 54 feet to a
1.2 inch diameter mbar set
in the North hr. of Kentucky Highway 121, thence,
30 feet frum and parallel te
the centerhrie of Kentucky Highway 121, North 80 degree*
00 minutee 08 sec•
ands West 125 58 feet to the point of beginning This tract
contains 0.369 ecres

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of forty-five
45! dare, but if nold on a credit of forty-five 451 days
the purchaser shall
deponit with the Commissioner ten percent 11000 of the purchase
price and execute bond with geed and suffictent surety for the remainder.
beanng interest at
12't per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable *nthin forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security.
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the
teeter, but the Our$111111kelleall be required te pay the
2009 ad ,alorem
tax
and sd valorem taxes far all subsequent years, and shall
take the proper.
ts nubject to all easements and reatrictive covenants
of record
Th. 16th day of December, 2009
Reepeetfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Meeter Commismoner
Calloway Circuit Court

•
f

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00428
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REPUBLIC BA.NK & TRUST COMPANY,
-11ICCESSOK BY MERGER TO
REPUBLIC SAVINGS BANK,

Being the same property conveyed to Joyce D. Hasty,
by deed from Nacy
Planchet', dated Sept. 25. 1996, of record In Book 2.38. Page436.
in the office cif
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a (teeth
or credit basis of thirty
130i days, but if sold on a credit of thirty t30! days, the purchaser
shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent t lOre !of the purchase
price and execute
bond with g.00d and euffictent surety for the remainder,
beanng interest at
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable within
thirty days A hen shall be retained on the preperty
as additional secunty All
delinquent taxes. a any, shall be aecertatned and paid
by the Commasioner, but
the property shall be sold subjeet to the current ad
valorem taxes

PLAINTIFF

VS NCYTICE OF SALE
GAK'Y R. WILLIAMS, LOVEANA K WILLIAMS.
RICHARD A_ CHILDRESS, DONNA CHILDRESS.
MARY ZIMMEILMAN. COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY. LEVY SECTION, DIVISION OF COLLECTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF LAW, REVENUE CABINET
DEFENDANTS

This 16th day of December. 2009
Respectfully submitted,

By virtue of a Judiement and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on November 23 2009. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff In the approximate amount 04.1141,143.72, I shall
preceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the Ctty of Murray, Callewey County,
Kentucky,
te the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, January 15. 2010,
at the hour
of 10.00 m . local time. or thereabout, the following descnbed
property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address betng 86 Tbm Taylor
Trail.
Murray. KY 42071, P's'A Map S043-0-0077, and being mere particularly
descnbed as follows

MAX W PARKF.R
Master Commissioner
Cellowey Circuit Court

CARD OF THANKS

Being the .me property conveyed to Stephen Memtt, and
wife, Lucille Menitt
by deed from KY Land Partnere, LLC. dated June IS, 2006.
of record in Book
6tai, Pege 244, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.

The Family of Sammie Dale
Crutcher would like to thank all
who came to be with us in our
time of need; with flowers, food,
cards and whispers of kind words
We also want to thank Father lason
McClure and John Dale for your
comforting words; l.H, Churchill I'unerai
Homefor services render so silently.
We thank God for each and every one
of you for touching our lives in a
special way.

The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cants or credit basis
of thirty 30 I
daps. but if mild on n eredit of thirty 130i days, the purchaser
shall deposit wtth
the Commissioner ten percent t 10% / of the purchase pnce and
execute bond
with good and suffictent eurety for the remainder, beanng interest
at 121 per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due end
payable within thirty
days A hen shall be retained on the property as addittonal security
All delinquent taxes. if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commission
er. but the
property shall be sold subject te the current yea* ad valorem taxes
Thie 16th day of December. 2009
Reepectfully submitted.
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CALL 753-1916
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the first Insertion of
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Any error should be
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BRITTHAVEN of
Benton now has a fu;1hme posnion for an
expenenced cook/aide
for noising home environment Must be
able to work days,
afternoons and weekends Apply in persor
at Bntthaven of Benton
2607 MaIn Street
Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOEJAAE

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaulant
success with your experience to a make a new;
addition to our rcstaurant family.

Garici el 'Mercier* anal Assisiant Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience
Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Pans
401 K

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check.,
Bonuses

Shift Leaders, Cashiers & Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary
Promotions. Within

Must Fass Background Check,
401K

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
Send resume to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshall@jmfkfc.corn

*Wild
Tn-turf Sod Farms
Parts-TN seekIng 10laborers to plant and
harvest sod.
Temporary 02/1 5/10to-12/15/10 S7 25Thr.
75% of total contract
hours guaranteed.
Work toots, supplies &
equip provrded at no
cost. Housing providtrig at no cost to workers who can't reasonabiy retum to their permanent residence at
end of each work day.
Transportation & subsistence expenses
provided to nor-restdent workers at 50%
of contract cornplehon
Subiact to random
alcohol/drug test at
employer s expense
Contact your nearest
state employment
office
Job /TN-2354157

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS.
A/APS & PEDALS
(270)3394092

GREAT AFTER
CFIRISTMAS
SALTS'
MAIN S T
E
F
1`41 SONGS
.
401 MAPLE- ST ;
i 751-7653

WANT TO BUY:
6'x10' duck-tail tift
titility-traiter, 759-9252

CHESTNUT baby furniture, Baby's Dream,
Generation Next. cnb,
toddler bed, hutch, 7
drawer chest & combo
S2.100 new, good condrhon $1,000
Call 270-559-1900

Ankles
For Saki
VCR moines for sale
cheap call 227-8721
after 6 p.m

am Equipment

. LARIC4

/998
JD
9510
ContourMaster RWA.
.10 925 Contour platform, J&M 25' header
trailer. Package deal
$80,000
731-336-1182

tiSED APPLIANCE S
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753 1713 "
Home Fumble/we

MAX W PARKER
Mester Commieeioner
.t:;eway Circuit Court

Nheels,

KFC
205 N 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-71°1

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order
of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit e'ourt on November 23 2009, in the above
cause, to satisfy the
Judgrnent of the Platntiff in the approximate amount of
$153,487.50, I shall
proceed to offer for aele at the Courthouse door in the City
of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Friday, Januare
15. 2010, at the hour of 10,00 a.m., local time. or thereabout.
the following
dretribed p. epee's:, 1....ted te Celluway County, Kentucky,
and being more particularly dericribed as follows.
A certein lot or parcel of land located in Calloway County.
Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and descnbed as follows, to-wit.

information, or to
come an instructor.
e Center for Health
762- I FIT (1348),
online
at
i.com.

)81'

430
435

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department
at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office
Hours: Monday-Fridav 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-19
27

horrographynoteg:

PL, CD.
3S0 From.
33; CP734

4691111110.1hlitirrrayIrdsmsest

God Blessings,
The Family of Sammie Dale Crutche,

Help Wanted
MAYFIELD Real
Estate licensing class.
96-hour. 4-week.
JarJFeb. 9.00-5:30,
Mon. Tues, Wed.
$96 00. Check. cash.
payrnent pion, credit,
debit cards welcome
(270)223-0789
deloiseada ms El yahoo
COITI

ft;

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
930.00 3 months- carrier delivery 753-1916

SALES position
No experience necessary. Will train nght
person Salary cornrntssion
Send resume to P.0
Box 1040-A
Murray. KY 42071
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing aspenence Call 800-456°403 PO Box 2481
Evansville. Indiana
47728

DISCLAIMER
When atLessing the
"help wanted" section
00 our classifieds
webpage at
murras ledger corn.
you will he redirected
to Jot/network tom
default.
Murray end local job
listings will appear on
this CtI44te
HON( er. es a national
website. not al! lesungs
Oh the tOhcleIlh Oelt orn
are pleeed through
the Murras Ledger
& Times Please sall
us it sou have ans
queetions regarding
the Murras area
joh listings Thank sou
POSITIONS evadable
Persons needed for
Receptionist duties
Seasonal employment
daytime & evening
hours available Call
(2701753-9204

5 seat tan sectiona
sofa. GE washer and
dryer, 2 blue recliners
767-0893

WILL set with the eld
erty In their home, hos
prtal or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173

Be your own boss
Rent your own space
in a beautiful modern
salon & spa Call 270836-0717
WOuld you like to be a
salon & spa owner w/o
buying7 Beatiful modem salon & spa ready
to open Call
270-836-0717

placed In our
paper are
posted oil our
webalte tor free!

293-2487 Firewood
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Beam Maher,
Local Mall 11
icenewe
3 us.-$36.61
3
e 6 MP. _mos ow --$35.00
6
e I yr --SIMI, um -443.00 if
1 yr. -$110.0011

IADM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3558

Went to Buy

e

Kest of KY/TN
:Never•Indieran I

Ai Otbcr Mail
Stabacr1ptioos

1
1

3 ese.---$76.50 3

6
e 6 no,..
1 yr. --$120.110 1 yr.-$14500
I Check

Money Order

visa

MX

e

Name
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

St

I
All !Ine ads

%wood

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. iztn,
Murray.

Addres.

e

City
State

Zip
Daytime Ph.
Mall this coupon "nth payment to

1
1
1
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

1

Murray, KY 42071
()r call (2761 753-1916
a

CLASSIFIEDS

10 • Wednesday, January 6, 20 ill

HOUSE FOR SALE

Mika
Old Kimball piano
$150 753-8059
Old upright piano
$100. 753-4108.
PIANO
console
Norbert cable. excel.
lent condition. $400
293-8755
AmiPro° For Rant
OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR price reduced
various
locations
Coieman RE
753-98913

38F1/2BA Bnck city
quiet residential neighborhood, central heat
kitchen stove.
&
WO/hookup, big
fenced back yard
$850 Tel
270-767-1176
EXCEPTIONAL horne
for Rent/Lease. 1318
Wells Blvd Nice. quiet
street 3 bedrooms 2
baths on campus
Pnvate fenced yard
wrth Jacuzzi
References reouirea
Available Jan 1st
Contact Bonnie at
Cornerstone Realty
(270)761-7355

Housing Authonty of Murray is now taking
applications for I. 2. 3. 4. and efficiency
apartments, These are federally subsidized
1m:time based apartments NO ELECTRIC
DEPOSIT REQUIRED! Apply at 716 Nash
e Monday - Friday 7,30 - 4 PM. Phone
753-5003: Equal Housing Opportunity

Eleetail
SII1Ct 1486

New 1 800 square foot home in great location
off 641 North with easy access tc Money and
Benton 3 bedrooms. 2-1/2 baths. 2 Cat garage,
city water. Jacuzzi tub appliances. paved dnve
central H/A Pnced to sell $139,500
Call (270)293-6222

F•ir
I lutorn,

nion‘e

MI

MAI
.1sertned nrann
suhrO to the
F mr
Act nni:11 nor., it
to
.1: res.
COLA. 111111110011 of th.nrnina•
000 b.1.44 011
,40t

Federal

pm.,
oses 11M11411011,Of tti-snmiro,
0011

,
t.A. L....$.1 di,runin.ffon
0

tbs.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1 505 TY)uguid Dnse
Mumly. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-I556
TDD 1-1010-545-1103
Ext. 283 j
6
ECruai %wound.
DUPLEX for rent 3BR,
2BA. 185 Cambridge.
$650/mo. 293-6788.
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR,
1 5 bath, garage, all
appliances. 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
5675 mo. 293-7404
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721
Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
14300-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CM/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets.759-4696.
293-4500
NICE 2BR 2BA
$425.00 also 1BR,
1BA $325.00. 1-1/2
blocks from MSU, references required
492-8069 or 970-8412
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
VVe accept Section
B vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Acts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
• Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lyr.n Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600/mo pius oeposit.
270-492-8211
Houses For Rent
264 Bedroom houses
ease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR bnck. appliances
furnished No pets.
753-0728. 994-3308
2BR. stove & refngerator, dw. wid hook-up,
CIKA $550imo, i yr.
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174
3BR, 1BA detached
garage. C/H/A. w/d,
dw, hardwood floors,
large yard No Pets.
Lease $600.Mo secunty deposit. 753-1716.
SMALL 28fl, 1 mile
from city limes Deposit
& Lease No pets.
$395
753-61116

LARGE 2BRABA in
city. lust remodeled.
new heating & A/C.
W/D hook-up stove.
fndge, big yard. no
pets. rent $450 plus
utilities. annual lease
Tel 270-767-1178.

ss‘tril

di,ertNing
:it teal e•tate hawd on taloe,rn
to tni..nn: rtinr‘ted
under ltderal Liss

sok
JO:C't

knovongl: ..oert
.1
\

6:0 3.111116

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 .m. M-F

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Ftt. 121SMurray KY 4207t
270-753-5562
NM%
\
Mitt slot/ IAA

TENNESSEE Land
For Sale 369
acre
Obion River, hunting
farm. Deer, duck &
turkey. TN Hwy. 118,
Latham, TN 4 miles
irom
iSr I N
line.
$800/acre.
Moody
Realty Co.. INC. Ask
for Billy Fuchs
enn-e.a2-6,093.
731-336-4116-cell.
460
Homes For Sale
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BP. see a
online at:
2007calumetway.corn
762-0106.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Career of 121 S &
1OXII $25 10x15 6441
, 427er-13e-2524
(2701 293-6906

New 2.4
Bedrootn homes in
Riverfield Estates.
BG Real Pr
Professionals

293-7872

STORAGE
---•111:1111 I
e Climate Con
114,0Surveillance •Electricity
On WitiemelS

PREFAIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storege
•Seainty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RENOVATED
4BR,
'IBA home near hospital Beautiful hardwood/tile floors, sunroom. basement. appliances. new C/H/A.
2,200 sq.h. $8,000 first
time home buyer
rebate. $79,500.
270-761-1317.

Counrocricsil Prop. For Rent

We Bury Houses!

Beauty shop for rent,
city limrts. 293-1150
COMMERCIAL building for lease. Free
standing building with
parking. Great location
in Murray. $350/per
month Available now
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xylecide: Anti-Funpai
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents nngworm and bacterial
skin infections vetriout
steroids, Ofsetsein
Ferns a Roma Store.
1270)759-8150
www.h appyiackinc.co
DOG Obedience
(270}436-2858
VULL blooded-. Borde-r
Collie puppies. $150
705-2939

HAYmixed grass
$3.00ibale. 7531287
GET THIS
1X 1
AD FOR
$75.00
A N1ONTH
753-1916

Lisanediare
Debt Relief!
Selling an Estate?
In Frectosuret
Local Home Buyers
Can Help!
fen COM To You
No Ewa), OK
761110M.E.COM
(2711) 761-110ME

2002 Yamaha Grizzly.
660. 4x4. ultramatic.
realtree camo. many
extras. excellent condition. $4,600 474-8666

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
r ollandmeforsales,com
270.753-4461

1984 Chevrolet Dually.
454 engine. good condition, $2.600 or highest bid Call atter 3 00
293-4809

DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916

L&M
LAWN SIRVIt t
Mowing Mann urinr
I and•taping
teat Vacuuming
753-1816 227-0611

4100 v.‘ hAndKJI. tA11111.1 4,1
, 11.0100.1i orwm.. Inter:
non to make An, v..

..:1J:tion

2BR duplex, CiH,A.
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, Wardellances & carport, no
pets Cali 227-7414
28-1-R near MfSuUm,
ances
isaredi
OHiA Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 2BA duplex in
Cambridge 2. CHA,
appliances. $720/mo
with first and last
month
rent
References and lease
required. No pets
"
731-536-5210
4BR. C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

EPA.

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding.
Decks.
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
,YOUR ,AD
COULD BE .
HERE FOR
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

24 moue saavica
Res Com . & Ind I
Licensed & Insured
, All miss - big or small

Murray Ledger & limes
Slur:

Meet the Babies of 20091
Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo of your baby born in 2009.

1 753-9562_1

RATI1ES OF 1009

436-2867 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

BOY

hot ran ceilings ibe
non experience!
in Wen Ky.
403 Ten Taytor

753-772S
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree WOO(

utt
dtkPh
pher
: Rod
Aire R
tear
Orr of
COwity
*wad
Bi
SO Mr.

Date of Birth

Length

Name of
Parents
• Mb clez •18 IA" long
Cattle & Stacey Staples

h

Name
Phone
a

Prbikatioo Date: 1/22/10
Doodles to Remit photo cod
information: 1/18/10 at 5111

(Artwork will be in color)

Send $10 payment, photo & form to:

Murray Ledger & Times Babies of 2009
P.O. Box 1040 Murray. KY 42071

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tfae
Service
Trimming.
removal
stump grinding,
firewood Insured
489-2839

630
Services Offered

()Owed
M&M ROOFING

11

=2:6

111 NT

• weekA & special pickups
• kKally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-27E4

'(270) 519-4729.

.1 301 St, Rt
753-8067

ditty-lilac-8. Aler.orstru:
kico.
!inc.1 Co
1.reat, VnIr

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

I

•Seauty iSatety
•Secutity
•Enargy Efficient
*Pro Equipment
*Pro 1nstallstinn
,i3C Yrs. Experience
TIM LEMONS
Irritation
270-43S-4774

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
dot-thug 0 Bryan

Services Otter%

LANDSCAPE+

1i \II'," vv.‘,.„1/

I lansillcitr(

ir
a:1311110

IK:r
:
r

Weight

BARRY JAIAES
ELECTRONICS

FORTNER Gas Co.
Murray's newest
propane dealer Call
761 4427

GIRL

NAME OF
CHILD

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 CP
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(270) 227 9212

Ten
Pub
41 the
itatus
to rid-r
19

pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

Pool Table Guy
Al Years Expeneni*
Rod Tataes Bcur Soic
Seemed arc Moved
731 819-4655

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Wage' Darraged Floors
Braces & Floc( Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Do Insurance Work
i:sa 5 MasterCard Scceptee

MI

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

-1. a et:ioft Corlit3rtf

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** An infusion of energy
allows you to complete anything
that
needs
to
happen.
Understanding evolves to a new
level, if you want it to. Realize
that others Just might not be able
to keep up with you.
TAURUS (Apr11 20-May 20)
***** Your imagination and
energy need to be tapped into
for a work or must-do project
Given the space. you could be
surprised by what you can
accomplish. A boss or sorneone
you look up to has many excellent ideas.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Allow greater give-andtake. How you see a situation
doesn't make any difference.
Your sense of amusement
emerges when dealing with a
child or loved one. Listen to feedback, understanding what is possible..
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Emphasize home and
secunty You are on top of your
game_ No matter what occurs.
know that there is always another perspective. Try working with
that concept more often. A partner shows you that the cup is
half-full rather than half-empty.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be sensitive to new possibilities. Even though someone
might not give the best presentation, his or her idea can be
sound Try working with it before
nixing it Others will become far
more open as a result
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
a** Be aware of your spending. your need to indulge and
perhaps your need to make an
impression. Your work and dedi-

Y tAHMY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

FREE: Two 18-month
old full-blooded lea
(one yellow and o*
black-brothers) need a
home- preferably in the
county. Please call
( 2 70 1 7 5 3 - 7 0 7 8
Beautiful labs need
some room to play.

"Free Pallets Loading Dock of Murray LeliOr 8, Times
First Come - First Serve

please hict Phone-Catts

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Jan. 7, 2010:
You accept a lot of different
ideas. though this year you are
more prone to test them out.
Your pragmatic nature emerges,
making it possible to create a
great deal of stability in a period
that could be marked with
change, most certainly on a
daily level. If you are single, the
opportunities are multiple to
meet someone. though the nght
person might not be as easy to
find. If you are attached, the two
of you enjoy trying new spots
and perhaps traveling some
together. LIBRA helps you see
the big picture.

Simmon s Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570

11/0111011.• Mar
cation speak for themselves professionally. Your nurturing way
touches many
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your imagination wiggles into whatever you do, whenever you do it. Your energy and
upbeat perspective merge. You
get your poiot across in a meeting and/or with an individual.
Remember. questioning a plan
doesn't mean disagreement.
Welcome inquiries.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** If you are tired, it is understandable. You can only get so
much done, so fast. Someone
could be difficult as you want to
charge forward. Know when to
play the waiting game.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your determination
often emerges when you are
wanting to clear out all problems
Your view or perspective could
be like a merry-go-around, a perpetually revolving view. This
growth adds dimension to anything you take on
CAPRICORN (Oec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A challenging partner
could force your hand. Stay in
tOuCh Witt) your need to have
certain matters how you wart
them. Creativity and risking
COuld merge financially. Carefuil
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your need to seem full

of ideas and to be a source of
solutions emerges. You will note
that you could inadvertently challenge a partner. Though you
might not see a situation as others do, who is to say you are
wrong? Tonight Reach out for
loved ones at a distance.

Sugar, Australian Shepherd mix,
female, three months

PISCES (Feb. 194Aarch 20)
*** Unite with a partner, and
you'll suddenly see situations
much differently, and others will
see you differently. Though this
merger could simply be a business agreement over one proiect, you trigger some magic.
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Buddy, Walker Corinhr I unk1
fcur years, male

sHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 A/A-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
for more intormation contac t
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

....
•'

at (270) 759-4141

For the
safety of our
carriers when
"Old Man Winter"
blows in and
the roads are
dangerous to
travel your paper
may not
be delivered.
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COMICS/ FEATURFS

Murray Ledger & Times

WAIN Back
• Ten years ago
: Published IS A photograph
the thermometer showing the
*Mils of local United Way's
fend -raising drive. The agency
19 about 90 percent to its goal.
irccortiing to Peggy Billington.
executive director. The photog)aph was by Staff Photographer David Blackburn
Rodney Hill has been named
Fire Rescue Firefighter of the
Tear and Scott Stone as Offi‘igr of the Year by. the Calkiway County Fire Rescue
*uad.
.; Births reported include a boy
IP Mr. and Mrs Thomas Wilcox,
it., Dec. 18.
" Twenty years ago
Army Sgt. 1st Class WinK Letterman, son of Stanfo and Martha D. Letterman
of Murray. is serving with the
4nd Armored Cavalry Regunent
West Germany.
Births reported include a girl
to Linda and Otis Wilson, a
grr! to Joan and Joe Beard, a
boy to Shirley and Frankie Scott
and a boy to Tammy and Ricky
Elurkeen, Dec. 30.
Clover Cotham of Murray
ryas presented her 50-yeru pin
as a member of the Murray
„Star Chapter No. 433 of the
Order of the Eastern Star.
_ Thirty years ago
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter discussed the new Kentucky
Judicial System and some of
the most common legal eoncems in Murray and Calloway
County in observance of the
annual Law Night by the Murray Civitan Club at
Seven
Seas Restaurant. He was introduced by Opal Roberts, club
president.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Eldridge. Dec_ 24.
Murray State Uriversity Racers won 93-66 over Missoun

Wing

)F 2009

[TGIF&
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1: 1/22/10
it photo and
1/10 ot 5PIA

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don Murray area
519-8570
'Y EA rimY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FREE: Two 18-munth
old tull-blooded lalt7
(one yellow and orp
black-brothers) need a
home- preferably in the
county. Please call
( 270 1 7 5 3 - 70 7 8
Beautiful labs need
some room to play

ab. 19-March 20)
) with a partner, arid
lenly see situations
ently, and others will
lerently Though thee
ild simply be a busiment over one pron
9er some magic

DEAR ABBY': Shortly after
college and a bad breakup. I
met someone I thought was a
"nice" guy. I allowed him to
take sexually explicit photos
of me. I realize now that I
did it because I had very low
self-esteem
back then.
T h e
moment he
snapped the
piciures
I
regretted it
and asked
for
them
back.
He
Dear Abby refused. and
even tried to
By Abigail
extort
Van Buren
money from
me
with
threats of sending copies to
my workplace 1 was working
for a Fortune MX) company at
the time and was scared to
death. Fortunately, he didn't
follow through on his threat.
Fast forward 20 years: I am
now a stay-at-home mom with
a wonderful husband and two
young children. I still think
about the mistakes I made all
those years ago. and I had a
dream recently about this particular situation. I'm not worried about my.. husband finding out because I told him
about this before we were married. However, I do wonder
what happened to the pictures.
With today's technclegy, they
could be anywhere now.
Who we are today is not
necessarily who we are going
to be tomorrow. Abby. please
warn young girls and boys to
THINK before doing something
that can possibly follow them
through a lifetime. -- NAME-
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St. Louis in a basketball game
at Racer Arena Hooker and
Sleets were high scorers for
Murray.
Forty years ago
A major snowstorm plowed
into Western Kentucky including Calloway County today with
3 inches of snow as of 10.30
a.m. today. and the snow was
still falling.
Births reported Include a
boy to Lt. and Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield. Dec 26; a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Glen Sims, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Miller
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Driver. Dec. 30; a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Steve Higgins.
Dec. 31.
Fifty years ago
A tteavy snowfall struck Calloway County and the general
area yesterday and last night
measuring to a depth of abut
four inches.
R.L. Seaford of Murray died
Jan. 5 from injuries sustained
in an automobile accident near
Glasgow.
Beginning this month. drivers licenses are to be renewed
in the month of birth, according to James H. Blalock, circuit court clerk.
Sixty years ago
Freezing sleet in Calloway
County and West Kentucky on
Jen. 4 turned the area to a
landscape. The thermometer
plunged to 28 degrees in a
three and one half hour period.
In high school basketball
games, Almo Warriors won 3411 river Mime.; Te•jmeg (-ohs
with high scorers being Miller
for Warriors and Waldrop for
Colts; Brewers Redmen won
43-36 over Kirksey Eagles with
htgh scorers being Sutherland
for Redmen and Usrey for
Eagles.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Jan. 6.
the sixth day of 2010. 'There are
359 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 6, 1838. Sarnuel Morse
jpd Alfred Vail gave the first sucelessful public demonstration of
:their telegraph, in Morristown.
-N.J.
- On this date:
In IMO. England's King Henry
VIII marned his fourth wife, Anne
-of Cleves (The marriage lasted
about six months.,
In 1759. George Washington
arid Martha Daricindge Custis were
married in New Kent County, Va.
In 1912, New Mexico became
the 47th state.
In 1919. the 26th president of
the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y..
at age 60.
In 1941, President Franklin D.
Z • Z

Roosevelt, in his State of the
Union address, outlined a goal of
"Four Freedoms": Freedom of
speech and expression; the freedorn of people to worship God
in dim own way, freedom from
want. freedom from fear.
In 1942, the Pan American Airways Pacific Clipper arrived in
Neve York 'more than a month
after leaving California and following a westward route.
In 1945. George Herbert Vr'alker Bush married Barbara Pierce
in Rye, N.Y.
In 1950. Bntain recognized the
Communist government of China.
In 1967. U.S. Marines and South
Vietnamese trocms launched Operation Deckhouse Five. an offensive in the Mekong River delta.
In 1982. truck driver William
G. Bonin was convicted in Los
Angeles of 10 of the "Freeway
Killer" slayings of young men
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Embarrassing pictures send a
thousand words of warning

Split nails are an embarrassment

LESS IN GEORGIA
DEAR
NAMELESS:
Amen! But your letter is a
more effective warning than any
semion that could COW from
me. Not only is it a fact that
the photos and statements we
post on the Internet are there
for eternity, but the "seats,'
texts, videos and blogs of yesteryear can haunt us like tattered vagnuit ghosts instead of
staying buned One need only
recall the emban-assment of certain celebrities -- who should
have known better -- whose
names and images have been
blasted across the media and
learn from their mistakes.
0414

DEAR ABBY: My wife had
a senes of affairs dunng our
25 years of marriage. I loved
her. so I tried to ignore what
was happening for the sake of
our three children. When she
left me for her boss, divorce
was my oniy option.
The years have passed and
i am remarned to a wonderful woman. We are happy
together and life is good.
Abby, what should my role
be in building a bridge between
my children and their mother? Our oldest son hasn't spoken to her in seven years. The
middle child. our daughter, has
accepted her mother's husband.
Our younger son blocks his
mother's calls and e-mails.
The kids are in their LOS
and live on their own. The
hurt is still there from her
betrayal, cheating and lies. but
I worry about my kids and
their relationship with their
mother. Is it my responsibility to intercede on her behalf'
-- DISTRESSED DAD IN
ILLINOIS
DEAR
DISTRESSED
DAD: No. In fact. you should
stay out of it.

and boys. (Bonin was later convicted of four other killings; he
004
was executed in 1996.)
Ten years ago: In Miami.
DEAR ABBY: ! just startdemonstrators angered by the U.S.
ed counseling for postpartum
government's decision to send
depression. My husband keeps
Elian Gonzalez back to Cuba skirasking me what we talked
mished with police. Republican
about. Dunng the counseling
presidential candidates debated in
Dtirhern-N.H. with such issues sessions I discuss all aspects
as taxes and gays in the military.
of my
including my
dominating the discussion.
husband. How can I let him
Five years ago: Attorney Gen- know that what
1 diScuss with
eral-nominee Alberto Gonzales. my
therapist is none of his
under scorching criticism at his
business? -- NEW MAMA IN
confirmation hearing. condemned
ARIZONA
torture as an interrogation tactic
and promised to prosecute abusers
DEAR NEW MANIA: Your
of terror suspects. Congress certified President George W. Bush's
husband's curiosity is natural.
re-election. Former Ku Klux Klan
particularly if he has never
leader Edgar Ray- Killen was arresthad any. counseline. My advice
ed 41 years after three civil rights
is to tell him that dunng the
workers were slain in Mississipsessions. you and your therapi.
pist talk about your feelings.
Then invite him to a session
and let him listen. Unless he
is one of the causes of your
depression, he'll probably be
bored.
•••

DEAR DR. Gifri: 1 thoroughly enjoy reading your column and arn writing regarding
the use of white Icleart iodine
for nails Just duet of my nails
split, and I am unable tu kt them
gr,,o. to match the other seven,
v. • ti glow very. nicely. All my
nh'arlids."e
even the three
that split Aff
somewhat
hard Two are
on my right
hand, and one
is on the left
is
iwt'onM
fold : guCean
sI use the clear
iodine even
By
though
the
Dr. Peter Gott nails are not
sott. l ust splitting? Also. is the iodine used on
clean nails without even clear polish/ If so. can I use it in the
evening and pat clear polish on
each morning' The clear polish
does provide a modicum of protection when my hands are in water.
I try to use itloses vvhcn I do
dishes and cleaning with stronger
detergents.
1 realize that you are a busy
doctor. however, I would gieatly
appreciate it if you could provide
aresporm.
DEAR READER: Split fingernails are often the result of
excessive water contact — as with
tub baths., dishwashing, housecleaning with detergents added to
water. and the like. As a gener.
al rule. they are not tied to nutnNona! deficiencies.
Nad-polish removers that contain acetone can contribute to the
condition. Buy removers that do
ilk ingiedient limn stripping your nails of all polish to
twice a month, and finial the number of professional manicures you
get.
You can certainly use clear

Dr. Gott

iodine on your nails and, while
I have nu personal expenence. I
would think it would wort more
effectively when placed on clean
nails Its certainly worth a trial
for • month or so In thc
continue with the rubber gloves
and avoid immersing your hands
in water for extended penods
BCCAUSC you iure interested in
alternative remedies, I am sending you copies of my Health
Reports -Compelling Horne Remedies" and "More Compelling Horne
Rerne
DEtlA
ieR
s
-13R. GOTT: I have a
situation that I've never seen
addressed in your column — rapid
pulse rate I'm a 71-year-old female
in good health. taking only blood pressure medication. Boniva arid
calcium. Today. my pressure was
1 18/68. and my pulse rate was
85. Other times. however, my
pulse may be between 95 and
I 02.
I mentioned this to my doctor. and he didn't seem concerned
as long as it was at a good level.
So what causes my pulse rate to
fluctuate' Is it harmful'
DEAR READER: Palpitations
(rapid pulse rate, ean be the result
of physical e••rcise, stress, too
much caffeine. anemia, specific
medications. mnral-valve prolapse.
thyroid disorders and a number
of other causes. Generally speaking, a rapid heart rate is not senbut should certainly be checked
initially by z pnmary-care physician or cardiologist, who can make
that determination. Perhaps your
blood-pressure medication has an
unwanted side effect that warrants
investigation. If this is the case,
I'm sure a substitute can tx made
if your doctor agrees
The average heart beats between
60 and 100 times per minute
aheretore. your readings are within normal range and not of concern If your physician isn't concerned, you can put the matter
to rest and enjoy your life.

cousract Bridge
The Educated Guess
Last dealer
Last-West vulnerable.
NORTII
•A 4 3
•K 7 4
•K 7 5 2
4Q 10 5
WEST
EAST
•K 10865
•Q 9
.9 8 5
•10 6 3 2
9
•Q 86 3
4iK 7 2
48 6 4
SOUTH
• 72
"PAW
•A 10 4
4A .1 9 3
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead
six of spades.

of spades. liov. should you proceed/
Obsert.e that if you follow low, East
wins with the queen and returns a
spade. establishing West's suit.
When you later try a club linesse,
you wind up down one
Bat if you go up with the ace of
spades at trick one and then take the
club finesse. you make the contract
because the opposing spades are
blocked and West can•t run his suit
As soon its you regain the lead, you
hese nine tricks.
question, therefore, is
whether declarer should know to
make this play. Percentagewise. it is
correct to put up the ace at trick one
before trying the club finesse. True.
you go down if tums out that West
started with five spades to the K-Q
and the king of clubs. in
case
you could have made
Yon have to do a certain amount playing low from the contract by
dummy on the
of guessing in bridge, because that is opening lead. lksptte
this possibilintrinsic 0 the game. Ev.en so. you ity, you
he better off in the long
should guess right far more often run if you riut up thc
ace
of spades..
than you guess vrong.
This is because
Many. so-called gwesi..... can he more hands where there are many
fast will hold the
resoiv ny adopting what is known K-x or Q-\
than
as the percentage play. There is no ors. If East doesneither of the honhave
the king or
guarantee that a percentage play. will queen. you ensure
the contract by.
succeed; it is merely that the odds playing the ace at once
but ieopardfavor its success over the long haul.
ite it by playing low from dummy
For example, suppose you're in instead_ Fhe ace is therefore
the perthree notnimp and West leads the six centage play..
Tomorrotv: the good old days
2000

0.4144, tindocate

rauswis
ACROSS
1 TV knob
4 Up and —
8 WWW addresses
12 Horned viper
13 Film
14 Leaet-varying
tide
15 Brown bag
preceder
17 Vader. once
1B Camping gear
supplier
19 Officer wannabe
20 "Green
Mansions" girl
23 Marl propos/fon
26 Big hunk
27 Peron or Gabor
28 Schootyara 9ame
31 Px.fx;ing necidne
32 Ell
34 Tic-tac-toe line
35 Letter add-ons
36 Sticky stuff
37 All-purpose
vehicles

:et Coonhound
tars, male
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

— Kamer of film
Big Ten team
Hosp staffer
Dull pain
Knee-to-ankle
bone
6 U2 producer
B tan —
7 Tex- — cuisine
8 C ear out

Answer to Previous

FPEANUTSi
LUE
HAVETO
TALK.

BUT HOW CAN WE
TALK IF YOU'RE A
Cl06 AND D065
CAN'T TALK ?

WOOFIN6
ISN'T
TALKIN6

H - TTP
MOO
111000 OHM
OUUMOMBOM
MEMO 0000
OM GIOO MOM
000 OBO OOOMM
00 151001 MOO MO
BOUM 0130 000
MOM MOM MU
M000 MOOD
OMOMMUORO MOO
DOM IMMO MOM
MOW MOM 000
1-6 2010 United Fear.ure Syndscate Inc
9 Cattail
10 Put cargo on
board
11 Kebab hoider
16 Scurry saieways
19 Pe suade

11111 3 24 11 lir
1
S' 1
III
ill iiii
- 1111
11
55

.r .
5., . 1,
57

NI

Puzzle

SMM
MOO

' El , imit pito ii
1 osi
19

are

3 tO

38 Small coin
40 Blackjack
41 Hornless cattle
44 Olive in the
comics
46 Spurn
47 Not ooeo-minded
52 Pre-med course
53 Dickerson of the
NFL
54 Canoca's home
55
and
Michele's High
School Reunion56 Hombre's abode
57 Pet shop sound

20 Host's request
21 Lards in la me(
22 Ginnie and
Fannie
24 TV tube gas
25 — had it!
28 "Wizard of Oz"
canine
29 Fire brigade
tools
30 Jeepers!
32 Census data
33 Monsieur's
refusal
37 Pac-10 team
38 Windowpane
sealer
39 Hindu mystics
41 Slightly open
42 Barcelona kid
43 -- rock (style
of rock music)
45 Gym org
47 Solstice mo
48 Zoologists'
mouths
49 Strive
50 Grandson.
perhaps
51 Dirty Harry
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BACKDOOR CUT,
TIMELY DEFENSE
HELP LADY TIGERS
COME FROM BEHIND
AGAINST CCA
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Rechelle Turner knows that
good players find ways to make
plays at crucial points in games.
So her Murray squad continued to look for Haley Armstrong
in Tuesday's 4th District
slugfest against Community
• Christian. despite the Lady
Warriors'
triangle-and-two
defense designed specifically to
contain the sophomore shooting
guard.
And. true to form, Annstrong
was able to free herself for eight
fourth-quarter points as the
Lady Tigers came from behind
, to beat CCA 57-51 and keep
pace with Calloway County for
, the district's top seed.
None of those points were
, bigger than a backdoor cut layup
off an assist from Shelby Crouch
that gave Murray its first lead
• since early in the first quarter
with 1:29 left on the clock.
"When I saw Haley's
matchup. I thought we could
, take advantage of it and she and
, Shelby just ran it to perfection,"
Turner said. "Shelby gave her a
ball fake, which made the
defense buy, and Haley went
back door.
"Haley moves extremely well
without the ball and I thought if
we could get it to her down
there, she'd do a good job of finishing."
From there, Murray relied on
a defense that packed die inside,
denying the ball to standout forwards Bonnie Durrett and Cari
McMullen and forcing the Lady
Warriors to shoot unsuccessfully
from the perimeter.
Mt See NHS, i3
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School

DIst.(Ovoid)

Murray
2-0(13-1)
Calloway County
2-0(8-5)
Community Christ. 0-2(8-4)
Marshall County
0-2(8-4)
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By TOMMY DiLLARD
Sports Writer
Ron Greene has run "23
baseline" — a play designed to
get a shooter open for a corner
three-pointer — for years. and
Mane Foster does it as good as
anyone.
So
with
Community
Christian (1-9) leading Crreene's
Murray squad by a point early in
the second half and growing
more confident by the second,
the imponance of Foster's two
third-quarter threes was hard to
understate.
He drained one triple on the
first play of the second half, but
the biggest came several minutes later and gave the Tigers a
lead they wouldn't lose thc rest
of the way.
Both came from Foster's
favorite spot — the left corner,
.
r in front of the Dawg Pound stur dent seition.
,
"On that baseline play, he's
got the option to kind of run

rotr, Pa.
offensive
"I thinl
-- coming a
. getting in
down lo,
"We're fin
baskets an
hit threes,
ieaminates
-4- Foster
Benton bo
first half
selves in e
CCA to
absence a
Rommelm
points in d
finished vv
night.
"We
cdaYer akd
I wonderer
"He played
,and we di
way we no
After F
'Tigers ahes
fashioned
larvae Lar
secutive p
from Ken(
the lead tc
fourth gum
CCA t
Tigers in tl
was able ti
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John Cooper, head coach ot Tennessee State.
has yet to
win a game in Ohio Valley Conference play
but has his
'Tigers on the right path. TSU will host Murray
State
Thursday night at 6 at the Gentry Center.

MSU hopes
defense can
tame Tigers
OVC'S TOP DEFENSE WILL TRY T9
CONTAIN LIVIPRO'VED TSU CLUB _
LED BY FIRST-YEAR HEAD COACH:
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor

Up Next

John Cooper was brought in
Murray State at
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
to provide the same magic he
Tennessee State
Murray Guard Haley Armstrong challenges Commun
ity Christian fonvard Bonnie Durrett made, albeit, as an a.ssistant or
irwi: 7 30 p rn Thursday
mano e mano with this shot during the Lady Tigers'
Vilma Nashville, Tenn
57-51 win at Tiger Gymnasium associate head coach at stops
WFGE, 103 7 FM/ Channel'
Tuesday night Armstrong and Durrett both notche
d team-highs, scoring 14 and 17 such as Aubum. Oregon, South
23(Mediacorn), Channel 79
points. respectively.
(NewWavel
Carolina and Fayetteville State.
Reconiv MSU 11-3 3-0, TSU 3-12 0-A
But for the first-year
List Wolf's Murray State won 77-74
Tennessee State head coach.
,r‘ Murray last March 3 In the OVC
quanerfina
ls
taming the Tigers has been his
biggest banle so far.
Picked to finish sixth in the
Ohio Valley Conference preseason poll. TSU sits dead last in
OVC, winless in three contests and just 3-12 overall.
However, the record hardly
reflects how close die Tigers
have been in more than just a
handful of games.
The Tigers took Morehead
State to the limit Monday night
before falling 72-66 and in the
month of December lost to
Vanderbilt 84-71 and closed out
STI DISTINCT
the season losing 77-65 at
STANDINGS(D)
Alabama.
Dist (Overall)
School
The biggest heartbreak for rant
Iva
sconng in
Marshall County
Cooper and company came Jan. OVC.
2-0 (10-2)
The closest Racer is Ivan
Murray
2, when they lost at Eastem Aska at
1-1 (8-6)
16, but MSU had four
Calloway County
Kentucky 79-71.
1-1 (5-8)
players ranked in the top 30.
Community Chnst 0-2(1-10)
To date the Tigers have lost while TSU
has just Sain and
four straight, all on the road, but Robert
around until we get it to him."
Covington (26th. 9.9
return
home
to
the
Gentry
Greene said. "I've run that for a
points per game).
Center Thursday to host Murray
lot of guys and he's pretty good
Covington has been named
State in a 6 p.m. tilt.
at it."
OVC Freshman of the Week.
Billy Kennedy clearly sees
Sain's 14.7 points/game aver
. , Foster finished with a teamthe strides made by Cooper. who age
high 18 points and went 3-for-in I I games this season
was
hired
on
March
27, 2009. leads Tennessee State. He
from beyond the arc as Murray
is the
after
spendin
g five seasons on only Tiger to average
eventually vanquished CCA 55double figJeff Lebo's staff at Auburn as an ure
39 at Tiger Gym.
points on the year, while
associate head coach. In his last sophomo
But while Greene was
re Wil Peters averaged
season
with
the
Tigers.
Cooper 14.0 points and 3.0
pleased with the threes his squad
assists/game
helped
the
team to a 24-12 while hitting
hit. he was happier with the ones
55.6 percent (10
record and berth in the NIT of-I8)
they didn't take.
from the floor and 75 per
quarterfinals.
'The Tigers employed a
cent(3-of-4)from 3-point range
"They'v
e
been
competit
ive
in
patient halfcourt offense for
Peters had 16 points on 6-ofjust about every game. They can 9 shootin
much of the night, attempting to
g at Alabama and
really shoot the ball and I'm cer- freshma
work the ball inside against a
n Jacquan Nobles hit
tain we'll get a geod effort from three
tight CCA defense rather than
3-pointers in the Alabama
them at their place. We always game
throwing up three-pointers.
and finished the contest
do."
Kennedy
said.
"We weren't getting the shot
with 15 points.
Junior
forward Josh Sain has
we wanted tonight, but instead
"He can score and he can Ai,
some ties to Murray State as he so at
of throwing up threes, I thought
just
and Racer junier guard B.J. Kennedy about any position;
we did a nice job of waiting
added. "He likes to
Jenkins
both
played
together
at play the 4 or 3, but
TOMMY DILLARD
around to get the ball inside.
& Times
limiting him
Liberty
tiefore transferring to to his
Murray guard Marte Foster launches this open threeGreene said.
touches will be key foi
Even Foster. who likes hi, pointer during the Tigers' 55-39 win over C.immunity their respective schools.
us."
Sain has twice been named
threes, could see the value in the Christian Tuesday night at Tiger Gym. Foster hit three triWhile the Racers remain thc
the
OVC
Newcom
er
of
the
fectas and led Murray with 18 points
•See TIGERS, 13
week thi6 vr. S',In
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Sweating
bullets
TIGERS NEED
SECOND HALF TO
SHAKE OFF
SCRAPPY CCA
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Simmons' 4th quarter effort sparks Lakers

rayledger.com

1 AKFRS, TIGERS SQUARE

OfT IN 4111 DISTRICT
TILT FRIDAY
Staff Report
•Brock Sinimons si.ored 13 of his 24
:iluints in the fourth quarter as Callowa
y
•X!ounty broke a 56-56 deadlock with a
6-0
-run that helped them overcome Mayfield
4kie•day night at Mayfield.
1 he Laker. defeated the Cai-dinals by
a
final score of 66-63.
, Blake Maness. Shawn Thompso
n.

Holliday re-signs with St. Louis

ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Matt
Holliday agreed Tuesday to a
S120 million. seven-year con, tract that is ba.seball's richest
*al .of the offseason and the
..liggest in franchise history.
, His ag,reement includes $119
million guaranteed over seven
;seasons plus a $17 million vest:Alt option for 2017 with a SI
buyout. a person famil' iar with the deal told the AP The
:,person spoke on condition of
onymity because the team
•

Tigers

noto courtesy or Cv
---6

Offensive strategy.
• • "I think our halfcourt game is
:Coming along because we're
• getting in the high post, getting
down low more." he said.
"We're finding ways to get open
baskets and layups. It's good to
hit threes, bur I like getting my
teammates involved, too."
-• Foster and point guard Jordan
Benton both sat for some of the
first half after finding themselves in early foul trouble.
CCA took advantage of their
absence as senior guard Lyle
Rommelman exploded for 13
points in the second quarter and
finished with 26 points on the
night.
"W'e pknew he was a good
player wild when he ctidA start,
I wondered why," Greene said.
"He played a heck of a ballgame
and we didn't control him the
way we needed to."
After Foster's three put the
Tigers ahead, Murray got an oldfashioned three-point play from
larvae Langford and five consecutive points off the bench
from Kendall Deese to stretch
the lead to nine going into the
fourth quarter.
CCA began pressing the
Tigers in the fourth. but Murray
was able to exploit the look for
easy layups and build a double-
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•Racers
From Page 12
,best scoring offense in the OVC
at 78.9 points per game, TSU is
eariked third at 73.9 points per
game.
.• However, the Racers are still
•No. I in sconng defense, limit.ing the opposition to 62.2 points
per game, while TSU is eighth
-out of 10 teams at 76.1 points
,per game.
• • "We win with our defense
Yand we're tough to beat when
...we are playing good defense."
Kennedy said. "But the key for
'us is to defend for both halves
and not just the first or second
like we have in a couple of
,'games already this year, but no
question, we take our defensive
, effort senously."

UNFITS
MURRAY STATE
No
, 00
12
42
No
02
Ct3
10
11
- '14
22
23
13

Prebeel• Balm
Name
Poe. Yr Ht Wt.
Tony Easley
VC
So 6-9 200
Issac Moles
G
So 6-2 205
Danero Thomas G
So 6-4 190
e J Jenkins G
Jr 6-0 205
Ivan Aska
F
Fr 8-7 230
BEIEKVES
Name
Poe Yr Ht. Wt.
Ed Daniel
F
Fr 6-7 220
Isaiah Canaan G
Fr 6-0 175
Jordan Burge G
Fr 5-11170
Donte Poole
G
Fr 6-3 185
Picasso Simmons G
Pr 6-0 170
Jett McClain
F
6-6 230
A J Wilson
F
Jr 6-6 215
Jewuan Long G
St 6-1 180
Georges Fotso C
Sr 6-8 240

TENNESSEE STATE
fto
01
02
05
13
r)0
1
5
(.4
04
4
2

Herne
Poe.
Jesernerl 0,rutcharG
Josh Sam
F
LcrretFurdattatvi:
Wil Peters
G
Robert CovrtglonF
11111111111111$
Jacque Nobles G
Hamilton Nash F
Erick Peguero G
Darius Cox
F
Marcus Cowan F
Martell Iluoe
G
Greg Holley
0
Tashan FrednckG

Yr. Ht. Wt.
Sr 5-10180
Jr 6-5 200
a 6-7 210
So 6-0 180
Fr 6-8 190
Fr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
..1,r
Fr

6-4 190
6-6 210
6-5 200
64 200
6-8 235
5-11165
6-1 182
6-5 200

didn't reveal contract terms.
BOSTON (API - Third
baseman Adnan Beltre and the
Red Sox have ag,reed on a oneyear contract, according to a
person familiar with the negotiations.

•MHS

From Page 12
Tumer said. "We've got people
For CCA, the loss was the on our team that are very capascrotal close call against a dis- ble ot making shots and at some
trict opponent on the road this point. we've got to start hitting
season - they fell to Calloway them in big games."
County by five points at Jeffrey
CCA got a big game from
The person spoke to The Gymnasium in December - Durrett. who went 7-for-II from
Associated Press on condition of and further proof to Tumer that the field while sconng a gameanonymity Tuesday because the there are no easy games in the high 17 points.
4th District.
But the Lady Waniors also
agreement is subject to a physi"Congratulations if you get got production from unlikely
cal and is not yet final.
the first seed, you're going to sources such as the 13 points
play CCA or Marshall in the first poured in by sophomore Erin
round (of the tournament)," she McMullen.
said. "'Their is no pnze. basicalCCA shot 50 percent as a
digit advantage.
ly, in the 4th Distnct. It's as par- team. a number that helped them
Langford joined Foster in
allel as the four teams have been overcome 17 turnovers. The
doutak-figures, scoring 15
in years."
Lady Warriors knocked down
points while the 'Tigers got six
Armstrong finished with a big perimeter shots all evening.
from Mark Stubblefield and five
team-high 14 points, all but two until it mattered most.
each from Deese and Demoree
of which came in the second
With Murray packing the
Fields.
half.
inside in the closing minute, the
Murray forced CCA into 18
She took just six shots from Lady Warriors went 0-for-3
turnovers on the night and limitthe field while being chased by from the three-point line and
ed all other Warrior scorers
CCA's defense all evening. but turned the ball over twice,
other than Rommelman to five
connected on four, and hit a big allowing Murray a grace period
points or less.
The Tigers started the game three-pointer that tied the game after Starks missed the front end
of two one-and-one free-throw
on a 10-2 run and led 15-4 early at 49 in the fourth quarter.
"It was frustrating. I've just attempts.
in the second quarter. but CCA
Starks eventually. got back to
responded with a 13-1 run to cut got to learn to keep moving,"
she said. "If I can't get the ball, the line and sank three out of
the lead back to two.
I just need to make the chasers four to end the game.
The Warriors took their only
tired and get the ball whenever I
"Basically. the goal was not to
lead of the game early in the
let Durrett catch the ball and
can."
third quarter when Rommelman
CCA didn't just focus on Shelby did an outstanding job
hit a baseline jumper to put his
ArrnAroeg. Point guard Janssen on her at the end," Turner said.
team ahead 26-25.
"They played with a lot of Starks was also the subject of "I wondered why we didn't do
the Lady Warriors' defensive that the entire game. Finally, in
intensity tonight," Greene said
of his opponents. "I was glad to sets and Starks, who averages 15 the last three minutes, our
get out of there. They•re just bet- points per game, was held score- defense was what we had
less in the first half.
expected it to be the whole
ter than their record indicates."
She also stepped up late, fin- game."
ishing with 10 points. three of
CCA started the second quarCCA
4 16
9 10 - 39
which came on free throws that ter on a 9-2 run to build a 10Murray 13 9 16 17 - 55
closed the game out in the final point lead, one they wouldn't
CCA (1-10)- Rommelman 26 Johnson
seconds.
lose until the Lady Tigers tied
5. Meadow-. 4 Wrye 2 Greenwell 2
But the Lady Tigers also had the game at 42 on two Starks
FG
3- 25
3-pt: 3-7
FT: 4-6
to rely on production from out- free throws early in the fourth
Rebounds: 14 Turnovers: 18
Murray (8-6)- Foster 18 Langford 15.
side their big three - quarter.
Stubblefield 6 Fields 5 Deese 5, ParkerArmstrong, Starks and Shelby
"I think this is good for us
Bell 4 Benton 2
Crouch. Crouch scored just and I don't think we've peaked,"
FG: 15-26 3-pl: 6-18 FT: 7-16
seven points and suffered said CCA coach Mary. Lee
Rebounds - 22 Turnovers. 7
through a 2-for-11 shooting Evers. "Armstrong and Starks
night.
were our focus and we were able
Murray got 12 points from to contain them for much of the
center Sian House, who put the game...
NOTES: ESPN's basketball Lady Tigers on her back early.
CCA
13 16 13 9 - 51
Bracketology
expert
Joe scoring eight in the first quarter. Murray
10 13 17 17 - 57
Lunardi has Murray State winLauren Dieleman came off
ning the OVC and taiung the the bench to hit two three-point- CCA (11-4)- Durrett 17. E McMullen 13
No. 13 seed into the NCAA ers, but the Lady Tigers shot just C McMullen 9, Carter 7, Bowman 5
Tournament where they will 34 percent from the field and 3- FG - 18-36 S-pt: 4-16 FT: 3-5
Rebounds: 33 Turnovers: 17
play No.4 Ole Miss in Spokane, for-22 from the three-point line.
Murray (13-1) - Armstrong 14, House
Wash.
"We haven't shot the ball 12, Starks 10, Sh Crouch 7 Dieternan 6,
Benson
5. Sa Crouch 2
well and we•ve been very fortuFG: 15-44 3-pt: 3-22 FT: 8-13
nate to win some games," Rebounds:
36 Turnovers' 7

- •

111111.45NEM
4.4„„,
'11(I

symunons and Austin Lill) Lombined to go
"3..1);,,Li
,c,oiki qua!ICI
I I-for-13 at the free throw line in the fourth building a lead as high as seven and taking
quarter to help secure the victory. for the advantage of multiple Calloway turnover
s,
Lakers (5-81.
but the Lakers cut the lead back to two at
Lilly joined Simmons in double figures, halftime.
coming off a back injury to score 17 points.
The third quarter was tight throughout
Thompson added seven and Justin Hill with Calloway. pulling out to a
44-42 lead
scored six points for Calloway.
going into the fourth
Mayfield (4-9) played without standout
C'alloway shot 53 percent from the field
Xavier Shelton, who was reportedly dis- and I6-for-22 front the free-Wro
w line while
missed from the team early this week. The outrebounding Mayfield
34.-27.
Cardinals were led by Tyreese Murrell, who
The Cardinals hit seven three-pointers
scored 15 potnts.
and shot 50 percent from the beyond the arc.
Calloway took a four-point lead out of
Calloway returns to action Fnday as they
the first quarter. Lilly hit two three-pointers travel to crosstown rival Murray
for a 4th
and scored eight points in the first period.
Distnct matchup. Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.

MI.B

ua sconng
;est Racer is Ivan
MSU had four
I in the top 30,
is just Sain and
gton (26th. 9.9
e).
has been named
1 of the Week.
>oints/game aver
ries this season
State. He is the
erage double ftgthe year. while
Peters averaged
3.0 assists/game
5.6 percent (10floor and 75 peran 3-point range
5 points on 15-ot
Alabama and
uan Nobles hit
in the Alabama
hed the contest
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Van Haversiock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
211S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-34'5
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KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Tuesday Scores
Bardstown 36 Washonglor.
By The Associated Press
Bei1evue 54 Ludlow 46
BOYS BASKETBALL
Betnienem 52 Cavema 44
Allen Co -Scottsville 77 Glasgow 67
Boone Co 70 Stun 51
Barbourville 45 Pineville 42
Bowling Green 59. Barren Co 33
Boone Co 67. Simon Kenton 54
Boom East 77 Lou Iroquois
38
Boyle Co 65. Garrard Co 34
Caldwell Co 70 Hopkins Co Central
49
Breckondge Co 50 Fredenck Fraize 25
Canoe Co 66 Henry Co 56
Calloway Co 66 Mayfield 63
Clinton Co 64 Wayne Co 61 OT
Carnpbeii Cc, 59 Mason Co 53
Dawson Springs 49 Fort Campbell
31
Campbellsville 67 LaRue Co 49
DaylOn 52 CaNary Chnshan 36
Carlisle Co 75 Ballard Memonal 62
Garrard Co 46 Boyle Co 44
Gavema 68, Bethlehem 63
Glasgow 49 Allen Co -Scottsville 45
Christian C,o 74 Webster Co 44
Hartan Co 64 Bell Co ao
Corbin 92 Middlesboro 58
Lex
Christian 47 Lou Christian
Cntienclen Go 51 Dawson Springs 41
Academy 38
East Jessamine 8'2 Burgin 59
Lex Paul Dunbar 48 Lex Lafayette 34
Edrnonsori Co 74 Han Co 34
Lex Tates Creek 52 Woodford Co 49
Elizabethtown 80 Fort Knox 52
Lincoln Co 60 Danville 41
Elliott Co 77 West Carter 73
LO4i Ballard 66 Lou Atherton 51
Floyd Central Ind 61 Meade Co 52
Lou Butler 63 Lou Seneca 47
Franklin.Simpson 62. Warren East 48
Lou Central 56 Lou Southern 40
Fulton City 88 Lake COunly. fenn 83
Lou Doss 74 Lou Valley 22
George Rogers Clark 100 Bourbon Co
Lou DuPont Manual 87 Lou Fern
45
Creek 36
Grant Co 72, Williamstown 54
Lou Fairdale 59 Bullet Central 53
Graves Co 58, Fuhon Co 43
oo Holy Cross 63 Lou Pleasure
Cirayi-,on Co 63 Apollo 51
Rodge Park 40
Green Co 57. Adair Co 49
Lou Jettersontoivn 69 North Bain 31
Greenwood 54, Russell Co 51
Lou Ky Country Day 64. Eminence 32
Hancock Co 71. Whitesvile Tnnity 62
Lou Sacred Heart 62 Lextngton
Harrison Co 80. Augusta 56
CalholiC 52
Henderson Co 84. Union Co 64
Lou Shawnee 61 Lou Western 46
Henry Co 59. Carroll Co 50
Lyon Co 70 Livongslon Central 41
Highlands 61 Coy Catholic 45
Madisonville-North
Hopkins
72
Hopkinsvile 74
Madisonville-North
Hookinswile 55
HoOkins 73
Marshall Co 48 Lone Oak 33
Ky Sc-hool for the Deaf 50. Lou Walden
k4ontgornery Co 64 Paris 40
31
Monticello 68. Southwestern 66 OT
Lawrence CO 63 Prestonsburg 50
Murray 57
Community Christian
Lex Bryan Station 65 Madison Central
(Paducah) 51
GO
Owen Co 51, Gallatin Co 36
Lex Lafayette 68 Lex Paul Dunbar 60
Paducah Tilghman 81 Retcaand 31
Tatei
k 06. Le* Ciit,suan av
Hockcastle Co 78. Somerset 57
Lincoln Co 69 Danville 66
Russell Co 72 Campbellsville 34
Lou Ballard 119 Lou Athenon 50
Tngg Co 59, Crittenden Co 49
Lou 0-entre' 68. Lou Southern 48
Villa Madonna 31 Beechwood 28
Lou Chnstian Academy 7C Lou
Walton-Verona 41. North Oldham 33
Collegiate 47
Webster Co 78 Chnshan Co 19
Lou DeSates 49. Lou St Xavier 46
Williamsburg 39, Whrtley Co 36
Lou DuPont Manual 81 Lou Fern
Creek 79
BluegrassPreps.com Top 20 Poll
Lou Fairdale 74. Bullig Central 52
BOYS
Lou Holy Cross 52 Lou Pleasure
1. Eastem
Ridge Park 35
2 Ballard
Lou Iroguots 80. Bullitt East 59
3 Tnnity
Lou Ky Country Day 74 Whrteheld
4 Scott County
Academy 73
5. Holmes
Lou Male 52. Lou Eastern 51
6 Jettersontown
Lou Moore 71, Lou Waggener 62
7 Clark County
Lou Seneca 70 Lou Butler 52
8 Seneca
Lou Valley 59 Lou Doss 56
9 Warren Central
Lou Western 86 Lou Shawnee 74
10 Shelby Valley
Lyon Co 48. Livingston Central 32
11 Lexington Catnow
Madison Southern 75 North Laurel 65
12 Chnstan County
McLean Co 56. Buller Co 37
13. Tates Creek
Mercer Co 68 West Jessamine 64
14 Lafayette
Montgomery Co 68. Pans 61
15 Pleasure Ridge Park
Newport 59 Conner 49
16 Male
North Hardin 66 Central Hardin 48
17 Iroguicss
Ohio Co 50. Hopkins Co Central 48
18 Mason County
Owensboro Catholic 60. Devious Co, 50
19 Shelby County
Paducah Tilghman 90 Reidlarid 60
20 McCreary Centrai
Pendleton Co 75. Bracken Co 67
GIRLS
Ruckcastle Co 53 Somerset 35
manor. County
Scott Co 61. Lex Henry Clay 48
2 Dupont Manual
South Laurel 85 Harlan 41
3 Chnshan Acaderny•Louisville
South Okfham 70. North Bonin 42
4 Mercy
Southwestern 67 Monticello 44
5 Rockcashe County
Spence,Co 69. Eminence 37
6 Madison Centrat
St Henry 55, Cooper 35
7 Boffin East
Tnnible Co 53. Wation-verona 40
8 Sacred Heart Academy
Warren Central 71. Russellville 70
9 Bowling Green
Whitley Co 47. Williamsburg 38
10 Boone County
Woodford Co 4A7 Oldham Co 38
11 Lincoln County
Knott County Central Tournament
12 Clay County
Clay Co 50, Perry Co Central 48
13 Franklin County
Shelby Valley 77 Bockhorn 49 POST14 Elizabethtown
PONEMENTS AND CANCELLATIONS
15 Webster County
Ashland Blazer vs Spnng Valley
16 Boner
W Va . ppd
17 Scott County
GIRLS BASKETBALL
18 Newport Central Catholic
Adair Co 47 Green Co 46
19 Letcher County Central
Anderson Co 49, Lex Henry Clay 41
20 Henderson County

Sports6riefs
•The MHS Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5:45 p.m. in the
MHS
cafetena. Fundraising events, field work and the coming season
will be
on the agenda All persons interested in the fastpitch softball program
in
the Murray school system is invited in Rttend. FOr more info. please
email mwinchester@murray-ky net
▪ Former Murray High School swimmers are invited to attend an
MHS home meet to be held Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Susan
Bauemfeind Wellness Center pool at Murray State University.
Alumni
swimmers will be recognized by graduating year as well as senior
swimmers from the high school teams attending the meet. Please
notify
Debbie Ferguson by Fnday at 5 p.m. at 767-9129 or 227-6256
if you
plan to attend.
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Democrats begin work to finalize health bill
By ERICA MOM
Aasoaated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP
-President Barack °barna and
congressional
leaders
are
embaxking on the tough work of
ironing out differences between
the House arid Senate health
care legislation with the aim of
finalizing a bill quickly as
nudterm elections loom.
Both houses have already
passed legislation to remake the
health care system, extending
coverage to millions who lack it
while cracking down on industry practices such as denying
insurance on the basis of preexisting medical conditions.
There are numerous differences between the two bills,
include provisions on illegal
immigration and abortion, a dispute over a goveriament-run
insurance option — the House
wants ane. but the Senate bill
omitted it — as well as the size

and extent ot federat subsidies
to help lower-income farralies
afford coverage
The president planned to begin
work with congressional leaders
Tuesday to resolve those and
other thorny issues °barna was
to meet with House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi and Majonty
Leader Steny Hoyer in the Oval
Office Tuesday evening, with
Senate Majonty Leader Harry
Reid and Assistant Majority
Leader Dick Durbin joining the
meeting by phone.
Earlier Thesday, Pelost. Hoyer
and key committee chairmen
planned to meet to discuss their
pnonties for the final legislation.
In a taosting Tuesday or. the
White House blog, White House
Communications Dinactor Dan
Pfeiffer wrote ttiat there is "an
unavoidable temptation among
the meiiia to focus on the five
percent of differences between

the two versions, instead of the
The format is drawing cnto
remarkable 95 percent thc
cism from Republicans who
have in common. But, even as contend Democrats iur operatdifficult work does remain, it is ing in secret. "My Republican
important not to lose perspec- colleagues and the Amencan
tive of how far we have come people have been largely shut
and how close we are to enact- out ot Ine health care reform
ing health reform "
proceedings thus far, as
Thc aim is to finish up by Democrat leaders packaged
early next month, hopefully their health care bills behind
before Obarna delivers his State closed doors ar.d layered them
of the Union address, though the with billions of dollars in sweetdate tor that has not been set.
heart deals to woo undecided
To that end congressional Democrats," Sen. John Cornyn,
leaders plan to thspense with the R-Texas, said Tuesday.
formal process of appointing a
As a candidate, Obama
conference committee to work pledged dunng a presidential
out the differences in the bill. debate in January' 2008 that he
Instead top House and Senate would be "bringing all parties
Democrats and White House together, arid broadcasting those
officials will aim to reach agree- negotiations on C-SPAN so that
ment among themselves, then the American people can see
have the two houses vote as what the choices are."
quickly as possible. A 60-vote
That has not occurred, and
Senate majority' would be even C-SPAN is taking note.
required in advance of final passage.

Ill Road snow treatment ...
clear, Todd said motonsts
should be extremely careful on
hit the Paducah area around 10 less busy secondary roads. He
p.m. with the heavier snow said everyone should make
sure
falling
midnight. to dress apprupnately
around
for the
Pnorities for road treatment will
weather
in case
dnvers
be Interstate 24, parkways and
encounter any problems
U.S highways,followed by sec"Something a.s simple as a flat
ondary routes, he said.
tire that would normally just be
Todd said the
winds on
an inconvenience can be life'Thursday would also make for
threatening under these condidangerous driving conditions
through Sunday. The National tions." he said.
Because of the expected visia
Weather Service is predicting
dry, powdery snow. which Todd bility problems, Todd said:
said blows around more easily Kentucky State Police would he'
than wet snow and would make towing any abandoned vetucles
visibility a problem on the left by the sides of highways
roads. He said wind speeds are faster than usual Road condiexpected to be around 15 mph tion reports for major mutes in'
Thursday morning with gusts of Kentucky are available by call20 to 30 mph throughout the ing 51; or by visiting the 511
day. Since a blizzard is defined travel and traffic information
as sustained winds of 40 mph, Web site at http://511.ky.gov. A
he said Thursday would be list of Snow Prionty Routes for
"near blizzard conditions."
District I counties is available at
Although major roads are usu- http://www.transponationly.go
ally' busy enough to keep roads v/D 1/Snow.htm.

From Front

TVA hydroelectric dams
on for ist time in 3 years
CHATTANOOGA,Tenr..(AP) manager for river scheduling.
— The Tennessee Valley "We have looked at that, but it
Authority is starting the new didn't make sense."
year with its 29 hydroelectric
In the Tennessee River — foldams running aauund the crock iowtng a year ot above normal
for the first time in thre,e years. rainfall in Chattanooga --• an
The Chattanooga Times Free extra 45 billion gallons of water
Press reports TvA has more is flowing through the city every
water stored in the reservoirs day above the minimum flow
above Chattanooga than at the requirement. That's as much
end ot any year since it erected water every- day as Atlanta uses
its network of dams in the 1930s from its main reservoir, Lake
and 1940s.
Lanier, in six months.
That comes even after 70 days
The additional water has
of spilling water through the siowed barge traffic on the river.
darns to bring down water levels. Barge operations have to stop
There's so much water that when the river flows above
TVA can't capture all the poten- 90,000 cubic feet per second
tial energy because it doesn't through the narrow Tennessee
have the equipment to do so.
River Gorge because the current
"This type of situation is far becomes too strong to navigate
more the exception than the safely.
rule,— said Chuck Bach, TVA's
laws a...

Mice,SlierMIS.WIN
Calloway County Sheriff's Offic•

On Dec. 25, a burglary was reported on State Route 121 North.
- On Dec. 26, harassing communications was reported on
Airport Road.
- On Dec. 27, theft By Unlawful Taking was reported on Tom
Taylor Road.
- On Dec. 27, Domestic Violence was reported on Tom Taylor
Road.
- On Dec 27, Domestic Violence was reported on Post Oak
Drive.
- Of] Dec. 28, Criminal Mischief Second Degree was reported on
State Route 94 West.
- On Dec. 28, Domestic Violence was reported on State Route
94 West.
- On Dec. 31, Identity Theft was reported on Sandy Lane.
- On Dec. 31, Possession of a Controlled Substance
(Methamphetamine) was reported on Pottertown Road.
- On Dec. 27. an arrest for Assault 4th Degree was made on Tom
Taylor Trail.
- On Dec. 27, an arrest for Assault 4th Degree DOM8St1C
Violence was made on Post Oak Drive.
- On Dec. 28, an arrest for Assault 4th Degree was made on
State Route 94 West.
- On Dec. 31, an arrest for DUi was made on U S 6.41 South.
Three cnminal arrest warrants and four bench warrants were
served by the Calloway County Sheriff's Office between Dec. 25
and Dec. 31.
Murray State Unlvoralty Pubilc Safety

- A report was taken at 11:47 a.m. Nov. 25 tor a motor vehicle
accident with injunes. A caller reported a pedestrian struck by
vehicle at 16th and Main streets and the pedestrian was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance. The
Murray Police Department took an accident report.
- A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500 at
8:44 p.m. Nov. 30 after a person at the Public Safety Building
reported a stolen bicycle.
- A report was taken tor damage tn lighting on foot bei.dga in the
Calloway Avenue parking lot at 1'45 p.m. Dec. 1.
- A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500 at
6:53 p m. at Watertield Library after a caller reported a stolen cell
phone.
- Murray State University Police served a summons to Michael
P Dupee of Shreveport. La at 1.51 p.m. Dec 3 for receiving
stolen property under S500.
- A report was taken at 7:13 a.m. Dec. 7 in the Regents Hall parking lot for cnminal mischief in the third degree after an officer
responded to a report of damaged property.
individual reported a stolen bicycle at 10:19 a.m. Dec. 8. A
report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500, but Me
bicycle was later determined to have been picked up by facilities
management.
- A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500 at
1.3R m nec 9 at James Richmond College after a caller
requested to speak to officer about stolen property.
- A report was taken for assault in the fourth degree at 12:58 a.m.
Dec. 10 at Franklin College after a caller reported a fight in
progress. Officers responded and requested that an ambulance
be contacted_ An individual was transported to the hospital.
- An individual requested. tO spcak offlos about stolen propelty at the Regional Special Events Center at 3:11 p.m. Dec. 19.
An officer responded and took report for theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
— Information kg obtained from reports
hogs and citaeone from venous agencies
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